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»AROMA TO GO 2.0
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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Gutes Design ist Schönheit und eine perfekte Form. Schönheit ist für unser 
Leben essentiell, sie ist ein Stück Kultur, sie ist sinnstiftend und  
macht die Welt zu einem besseren Ort. koziol Design ist immer zeitgemäß  
und kreativ und viele sagen erstaunt: Auf sowas muss man erstmal  
kommen! Ja, muss man und weil wir das so gut können, sind auch viele 
Produkte preisgekrönt. Mittlerweile über 100mal.

Das gute Gewissen steckt in jedem Produkt. koziol arbeitet seit über  
90 Jahren aus innerer Überzeugung nach streng nachhaltigen Grundsätzen. 
Unsere Produkte sind langlebig, was Form, Material und Funktion  
angeht. Sie sind ökologisch wertvoll, denn sie sind recycelbar, lebensmittel-
echt, schadstofffrei und unverwüstlich. Sie werden nachhaltig  
und energieeffizient in Deutschland hergestellt und besitzen alle gesetz-
lichen Nachweise wie Zertifikate und Konformitätserklärungen.

Alles zusammen macht die Marke koziol zu dem, was sie ist: einzigartig.

GOOD DESIGN WITH  
A CLE AR CONSCIENCE .

Good design is beautiful. Good design is essential to our lives. It is a piece  
of culture, it is meaningful, and it makes the world a better place.  

koziol design is current, creative and makes people ask: How did you even 
think of that? Well, we did, and for that we have been awarded  

many times. Over 100 to be exact. 

A good conscience in every product. koziol has been acting with integrity  
for over 90 years on the basis of our own convictions and adhering  

to strict sustainability principles. Our products are long-lasting in terms of 
shape, material and function. They are ecologically valuable because  

they are recyclable, food-safe, non-toxic and unbreakable. They are produ-
ced sustainably and energy-efficiently in Germany and of course, according 

to the highest quality standards including all necessary certificates.

All of these things come together to make koziol one thing: Unique.
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»PLOPP TO GO
    Design by koziol werksdesign



»SAFE TO GO 
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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WARUM  M ACHEN WIR DA S?

WHY  DO WE DO IT ?
Wir glauben daran, dass schöne Produkte die Welt lebenswerter machen.  
Wir haben die Fähigkeiten einzigartige Produkte zu entwickeln und herzu-
stellen. Das macht glücklich.

We believe that beautiful products make the world  
a better place to live. We have the ability to develop  
and manufacture unique products for everyday life. 

That makes us happy.

WIE  M ACHEN WIR DA S?

HOW  DO WE DO IT ?
Wir realisieren unsere Ideen und produzieren  
mit unserer eigenen Technologie in Erbach, Odenwald.
Gutes Design mit gutem Gewissen.

We realize our ideas and produce 
with our own technology in Erbach, Odenwald.

Good design with a good conscience.

WA S  S TELLEN WIR HER?

WHAT  DO WE M AKE ?
Schöne, zeitgemäße Produkte zum Wohnen  
und Leben, die glücklich machen.

Beautiful, contemporary products for home 
and living, which brings happiness into our lives.

Lovely items for a better world.A
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»KLIKK 
    Design by Cairn Young, London
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  than ceramics, glass or metal l
** www.duh.de/themen/recycling/
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»KLIKK 
    Design by Cairn Young, London

IHR LOGO  

Ein individueller Aufdruck macht jedes Produkt zu Ihrem ganz persönlichen 
Werbeartikel. Wir drucken für Sie ein- bis vierfarbig im Digital-, Tampon-  
oder Siebdruck.

YOUR LOGO
Custom prints can transform any product into a truly 

 personal gift. We offer digital, pad or screen printing.

IHRE FARBE 

Ihre CI-Farbe ist nicht dabei? Kein Problem. Wir fertigen für Sie jedes Produkt 
in Ihrer persönlichen Wunschfarbe. Bei vielen Produkten können sowohl 
transparente als auch opake Farbtöne realisiert werden. Ab 1.000 Stück, 
Small Budget Artikel ab 2.500 Stück.

YOUR COLOR
Unable to find your corporate color? Not a problem! We can  

make any product in the color of your choice, and both 
 transparent and solid versions are available. Minimum order:  

1000 units; small budget items starting at 2500 pieces.

IHRE VERPACKUNG 

Damit der Auftritt perfekt wird, sorgen wir für das richtige Drumherum mit 
Ihrer eigenen Verpackung. Alle Standardverpackungen von koziol sind indivi-
dualisierbar. Bei der Entwicklung und Umsetzung von Sonderverpackungen 
sind unsere Spezialisten gerne behilflich.

YOUR PACK AGING
To ensure that everything is perfect, we create the look that  

ties it all together. koziol can customize any standard  
packaging solution. Our packaging and graphic experts will be 

 happy to help you to develop your own specialized concept.  

DA S BE SONDERE 

Es sind die Details, die den Unterschied machen. Das passende Zubehör  
gibt den Produkten den letzten Schliff. Eine individuelle Preisauskunft  
erhalten Sie gerne auf Anfrage.

THE E X TR A SOME THING SPECIAL
That little extra lends products the finishing touch. We will be happy  

to help you to develop your own specialized concept. Prices on request.
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»HAPPY BOARD 
    Design by koziol werksdesign

»HAPPY BOARDS
Wechseleinsatz ab 3.000 Stück – Interchangeable insert from 3000 pieces

»BA SIC
Wechseleinsatz ab 3.000 Stück – Interchangeable insert from 3000 pieces

»HAPPY SPOONS
Wechseleinsatz ab 5.000 Stück  – Interchangeable insert from 5000 pieces
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Individueller geht es nicht: Dank Wechseleinsatz können Logos, Schriften 
oder Bilder bereits ab 3.000 Stück als haptisches 3D-Motiv direkt in das 
Produkt eingearbeitet werden. Die Werbebotschaft ist so untrennbar mit dem 
Artikel verbunden, kann sich weder abnutzen noch abgewaschen werden. 
Sieht toll aus und fasst sich gut an. Lunchboxen, Thermobecher, Löffel und 
Brettchen sind bereits mit der neuen Formentechnik ausgestattet und warten 
gespannt auf individuelle Designs.

3D  
INDIVIDUALIZ ATION

It doesn’t get any more individual: thanks to an interchangeable insert,  
your motif can be directly incorporated into products as a 3D motif.  

This way, the advertising message is inseparable from the product – it cannot 
be worn or washed of. Looks great and feels great. Lunchboxes,  

insulated cups, spoons and snack boards are already equipped with the 
newest molding technology and are anxiously awaiting new designs.  

Text, logo or picture motifs – almost everything is possible.



»PASCAL COLLECTION 
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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IN-MOULD L ABELING 

Mit der In-Mould-Labeling Technologie bringen wir hochaufgelöste Bilder und 
Grafiken dauerhaft auf Ihr Produkt. Bei dieser Methode wird eine bedruckte 
Folie beim Spritzgießen unlösbar mit dem Produkt verbunden. Man kann aus 
einer Fülle von Materialien, Druckfarben und Lacken auswählen. Dazu ist das 
Verfahren umweltfreundlich, da Folie und Produkt aus demselben Material 
bestehen und vollständig recycelt werden können. 

IN-MOULD L ABELING
With in-mould labeling technology, we bring high-resolution images  
and graphics permanently onto your product. In this method,  
a printed film is applied to the product during injection molding.  
You can choose from a range of materials, print colors and  
finishes. The process is environmentally friendly as the film and  
product are made of the same material and can be fully recycled. 

AF TERMOULD -L ABELING 

Das Aftermould-Labeling ist für alle Produkte mit planer Oberfläche  
geeignet und eine ausdrucksstarke Möglichkeit flächige Motive in  
hochwertiger Fotoqualität aufzubringen. Dabei wird ein Foliendruck  
abriebfest auf das Produkt laminiert. Dazu ist das Verfahren umwelt- 
freundlich, da Folie und Produkt aus demselben Material bestehen  
und somit vollständig recycelt werden können. 

AF TERMOULD -L ABELING 
Aftermold labeling is suitable for all products with a flat surface and is an 

expressive way of applying two-dimensional motifs in excellent photo quality. 
A printed film is laminated directly onto the product, making it exceptionally 

resistant to abrasion. This process has the added benefit of being  
environmentally friendly, as both film and product are made of the same 

material and thus can be completely recycled.
 

L A SERGR AVUR 
Die Lasergravur ist die perfekte Methode unsere Produkte bereits ab 1 Stück 
zu individualisieren. Es können damit Logos oder Embleme graviert werden, 
ebenso sind Personalisierungen mit Namen möglich.

L A SER ENGR AVING
Laser engraving is the perfect way to customize our products starting at just 

one piece. Products can be engraved with logos, emblems, and names.

DRUCK 

Ein individueller Aufdruck macht jedes Produkt zu Ihrem ganz persönlichen Wer-
beartikel. Wir drucken für Sie ein- bis vierfarbig in folgenden Techniken:
Siebdruck     Im Siebdruckverfahren sind auch größere Flächen bedruckbar, so-
wohl flach als auch zylindrisch. Bei einigen Artikeln sind allerdings nur 1-farbige 
Drucke möglich. Preis auf Anfrage.
Tampondruck     Mit diesem schnellen und kostengünstigen Druckverfahren 
lassen sich Logos bis zu vier Farben auf unebener Oberfläche drucken. Artikel aus 
etwas weicheren Materialien werden produktschonend vorbehandelt.

PRINT 
Custom imprints can transform any product into a truly personal gift.  

We offer up to four colors using pad or screen printing.
Screen printing     The screen printing technique can be used to print on larger 

surfaces that are either flat or cylindrical. In some cases, depending on the pro-
duct, only single-color printing is possible. Prices on request.

Pad printing     Using this fast and economical process, logos of up to four colors 
can be printed on uneven surfaces.  

However, products made of soft materials must be treated in advance.



»LIGHT TO GO
»CLUB
»CHEERS  
»CRYSTAL
»TANGRAM READY

»CLUB COLLECTION
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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»LIGHT TO GO
Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

Light

individual outer lampshade foil from 10 pcs

Druck auf Folie
Printing on foil

single in gift bag 
1 bag per carton

Dimensions  180x180x280 mm

PU 1

Light to go. This light accompanies you wherever illumination is needed. 

The integrated powerbank delivers up to 14 hours of light and can  

handily be charged with a USB cable. Ideal for places where you want  

to unplug like in the backyard or on the balcony. The light can be  

customized with a printed lampshade and is a surprising eyecatcher on 

the table, in the lounge and of course at parties and events.
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535 540 652 653 654

3402

»CLUB No. 2
535 540

3403

»CLUB No. 3

250ml
ca. 330ml

250ml
ca. 290ml

654652 653
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Design by koziol werksdesign

Superglas 250ml

Printsize app.     45x20 mm; 25x50 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Superglas 250ml

Printsize app.     35x20 mm; 20x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
42 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
70 pcs per carton

Dimensions  92x92x87 mm Dimensions  65x65x148 mm

PU 42 PU 70

This glass has superpowers! It not only insulates four times better  

than traditional glassware and keeps drinks cold much longer. It is also  

practically indestructible and won‘t scratch or splinter even when 

thrown around. Ensuring happiness for hands and luxury for lips, the 

SUPERGLAS is the right choice for events, garden parties and  

weddings. It is absolutely unbreakable, reducing any risk to guests 

young and old.

Not just loved by gin & tonic. Long drink glass CLUB No. 3 not only looks 

great, it also feels good in the hand and is practically unbreakable.  

The super material survives tosses without scratches or shards, making 

this glass ideal for the backyard or pool, or anywhere where glass  

shards aren’t welcome. This glass can be washed in the dishwasher and 

reused for years to come!
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535 540

3401

»CLUB No. 4
535 652

3400

»CLUB No. 5

300ml
ca. 410ml

100ml
ca. 120ml

652 540653 653654 654
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Design by koziol werksdesign

Superglas 300ml

Printsize app.     45x20 mm; 25x50 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Superglas 100ml

Printsize app.     30x20 mm; 20x45 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
56 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  83x83x205 mm Dimensions  66x66x202 mm

PU 56 PU 100

CLUB No. 4 is a very stylish it-piece that is perfectly at home in modern, 

urban environments. The glass can be washed in a dishwasher and is 

extremely long-living. And being so resilient, it is good for the  

environment, too. Superglas is 100% designed and manufactured at the 

company headquarters in Erbach. For supercharged aficionados  

of style, taste and safety.

Champagne glass CLUB No. 5 not only looks great, it also feels good in 

the hand and is practically unbreakable. The super material survives  

tosses without scratches or shards, making this glass ideal for the back-

yard or pool, or anywhere where glass shards aren’t welcome. This glass 

can be washed in the dishwasher and reused for years to come!
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535 540

3406

»CLUB No. 6
535

3798

»CLUB No. 7

40ml

300ml

20ml

ca. 45ml

ca. 400ml

652 653 654
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Design by koziol werksdesign

Superglas 300ml

Printsize app.     40x35 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Superglas 20ml + 40ml

Printsize app.     15x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
30 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

Dimensions  88x88x141 mm Dimensions  40x40x70 mm

PU 30 PU 50

Superglas saves time and energy thanks to its uncomplicated  

shipping and transportation, is unbreakable and dishwasher-safe.  

And anywhere and everywhere the perfect design piece, fitting  

into the most modern and urban settings. Its inner values also show 

through: Superglas is made in Germany, gentle on resources  

with a material that is 100% recyclable. The perfect glass for anyone  

who values taste, style and safety.

I shot the sheriff, but I did not shoot the bartender. This shot glass 

remains calm even when the club is not. The koziol Superglas is with 

normal use virtually unbreakable and always scratch-resistant.   

With CLUB No. 7, you can drink shots and shooters in style. With two 

calibration marks at 2 cl + 4 cl.
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3588

»CHEERS No. 1
807 826

Set of  2 Set of  3

525

100ml
ca. 130ml
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U N B R E A K A B LE

DRUCK ODER LASERGRAVUR  
AB 100 STÜCK 

PRINT OR LASER RUNS OF 

100 PIECES UPWARDS

Design by koziol werksdesign

Superglas 100ml

Printsize app.     35x15 mm; 28x45 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards
Laser runs from 100 upwards

se
m
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dr

y

PU 55 PU 48

PU 100

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  68x68x191 mm

Pop the corks! Whether it’s champagne, sparkling wine or even sparkling 

water, CHEERS is the stylish way to drink anything bubbly! The high- 

quality material insulates the drinks and keeps them cool, while the tall 

shape helps maintain carbonation as well. And the best part: it’s virtually 

unbreakable, making CHEERS the ideal choice for events, beach outings, 

sailing trips and club-hopping. In other words, everywhere that shards 

don’t necessarily bring good fortune!
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535 540

3577»CLUB S 

535 540

3578»CLUB L 
535 540

3687

»CLUB
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Design by koziol werksdesign

Glass 250ml

Printsize app.     40x35 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Glass 400ml

Printsize app.     40x35 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Superglas Pitcher 1,5l

Printsize app.     50x20 mm; 35x35 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
60 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
30 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions   84x84x120 mm

Dimensions   88x88x141 mm Dimensions  193x122x252 mm

PU 60

PU 30

PU 100

This elegant goblet is made for any outdoor summer festivity because  

it is lightweight, impact-resistant and – being stackable – easy to  

transport. With its mesmerizing beveled look, CLUB S adds a hint of  

class to any picnic and a cool, lighthearted touch to outdoor parties  

in the warm summer air.

Water, long drinks, juices, lemonade... a tumbler that can take anything! 

Meaning that this multitasker is destined for greatness both indoors and 

out – and for a reputation as a glass for all seasons! The eye-catching, 

beveled finish adds a sparkle to any table.

The stackable pitcher. This voluminous pitcher can hold up to 1.5 liters, 

looks beautiful and the best part: it’s really stackable! Finally, no more 

question of where to store your pitchers – because we all know, it’s nice 

to have more than one. The robust material is virtually unbreakable and 

keeps cold drinks cool longer. The lid has two different spouts, keeping 

ice cubes and lemon slices where they belong – inside. Rotate the lid 90 

degrees and the pitcher is tightly sealed, protecting from insects or dust.
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535

3573

»CLUB BOWL S
535

3572

»CLUB BOWL L
Design by koziol werksdesign

Bowl 700ml

Printsize app.     50x20 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Salad Serving Bowl 3,5l

Printsize app.     50x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
32 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
30 pcs per carton

Dimensions  150x150x77 mm Dimensions  270x270x115 mm

PU 32 PU 30

The single-serving size CLUB always makes a big splash: the transparent 

beveled design will make mouths water at first glance. The conical shape 

fits easily into one hand, enabling enduring enjoyment – even while 

sitting or reclining on a lounge chair. 

CLUB showcases side dishes and desserts to perfection. The chic bowls 

with their sophisticated beveled design are ideal for serving green  

salads, red tomatoes and yellow vanilla pudding in appetizing, trans-

parent style. CLUB is a star both indoors and out – as the sparkling 

centerpiece of a bountiful buffet or well-set picnic table! 
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3545»CRYSTAL S

3544»CRYSTAL L 
3688»CRYSTAL

535

535 540

4007»CRYSTAL

535 540

535 540

Design by koziol werksdesign

Glass 200ml

Printsize app.     15x10 mm; 30x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Glass 450ml

Printsize app.     30x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Pitcher 1,6l

Printsize app.     50x15 mm; 30x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Pitcher 1,6l + 4 Tumbler

Printsize app.     50x15 mm; 30x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

set in gift box 
4-sets per carton

Dimensions   84x84x90 mm

Dimensions   85x85x152 mm

Dimensions   120x180x245 mm

Dimensions   120x180x245 mm

PU 100

PU 100

PU 100

PU 4

See you outside! Thanks to its robust material, CRYSTAL S is perfect for 

use in the backyard or on the patio. A true multi-talent – serving water, 

juice and lemonade as well as fruit salad or fancy desserts in style.  

It is also just the right size for children’s hands and doesn’t break when 

dropped. Easy to transport, stackable and dishwasher-safe. 

CRYSTAL L is happiest in the sun. The glossy diamond structure has a 

nice feel and insulates well, keeping cool drinks exactly that – cool. 

CRYSTAL L fits nicely in your hand, is stackable and dishwasher-safe.  

The absolute wannahave for picnics and backyard parties.  

Form follows emotion. With its sophisticated facetted design, this spark-

ling carafe is guaranteed to draw admiring glances at every dinner  

and garden party. The lid has two different spouts, keeping ice cubes 

and lemon slices where they belong – inside. Rotate the lid 90 degrees 

and the pitcher is tightly sealed, protecting from insects or dust.

Sophisticated facetted surfaces turn these glasses with their matching 

pitcher into a sparkling set of jewels, catching the eye and intriguing 

the hand. What is more, they will insulate both cold and hot drinks. The 

surface was inspired by the look of hand-polished glass and translated 

in a contemporary material. Just right for iced tea, lemonade, fruit juices 

and refreshing cider.
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»CHEERS

4009

4010 535

4011 535

4021

4022 535

NEW
Design by koziol werksdesign

Safety drinking straw 270mm  
with brush

Safety drinking straw 270mm  
with brush

ind. Box from 2500 sets upwards 

Safety drinking straw 270mm

Brush for drinking straw

Safety drinking straw 200mm  
with brush

ind. Box from 2500 sets upwards 

Safety drinking straw

Corporate color from 20,000 straws
Special packaging from 3,000 sets

Sonderfarbe ab 20.000 Trinkhalme
Sonderverpackung ab 3.000 Sets

set of 8 in box
12 sets per carton

polybag 
1 set per carton

polybag
1 set per carton

set of 8 in box
12 sets per carton

polybag
1 set per carton

Dimensions   6x6x270 mm

Dimensions   6x6x270 mm

Dimensions   6x6x200 mm

Dimensions   6x6x200 mm

Dimensions   6x6x200 mm

PU 12

PU 1

PU 1

PU 12

PU 1

Environmentally friendly and safe. CHEERS is the reusable straw for any 

occasion. The tried and true Superglas material is practically unbreak-

able and unlike glass, will not shatter. The ideal straw for all kinds of par-

ties – from the club to the backyard to children’s birthdays. CHEERS can 

be used thousands of times, is easy to clean, food- and dishwasher-safe, 

and of course free of any softeners.  The absolute sustainable must-have!

270mm

200mm

4021 535

4009 535

Set of  100

Set of  100

Set of  8

Set of  8

Set of  8

+

+ =

=
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535

3547

»CRYSTAL S
535

3546

»CRYSTAL L
Design by koziol werksdesign

Bowl 500ml

Printsize app.     15x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Salad Serving Bowl 3,5l

Printsize app.     20x10; 60x45 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
30 pcs per carton

Dimensions  135x135x75 mm Dimensions  270x270x111 mm

PU 100 PU 30

This stackable side dish can do anything the new large CRYSTAL salad 

bowl is capable of, inspiring imagination from gourmets with a spirited 

light show. And as nobody wants CRYSTAL’s sparkling show to end, 

expect regular requests for second helpings.

As the ultimate „dressing“ for salads of all kinds, CRYSTAL exudes  

decorative elegance with her fascinating diamond-cut look.  

And she won‘t only shine with healthy, calorie-counting starters.  

She is happy to host sinfully scrumptious desserts too.
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334

3480

»TANGRAM READY
Design by Jungmann/Radetz, Frankfurt

Gourmet Set

Print runs from 100 upwards

ind. Sticker from 250 pcs

set in gift box 
44 sets per carton

Dimensions  303x303x32 mm

PU 44

An elegant enhancement to fine flavors. The modular bowl set TANGRAM 

is the perfect fit for modern, urban lifestyles, investing sophisticated tas-

tes with a hint of luxurious nonchalance. The geometric tableware allows 

tapas, fingerfood and sushi to be presented and served in eyecatching 

style. The individual dishes can be playfully arranged and rearranged in 

numerous attractive constellations. The bowls are also available indivi-

dually, allowing the set to be extended and customized as desired.  
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»CONNECT
»MAXX
»SAFE TO GO
»CLICK
»AROMA
»OASE
»PLOPP TO GO
»CANDY
»CLUB
»PASCAL
»PANORAMA
»BASIC
»HOMEMADE
»SHADOW
»DYNASTY
»KLIKK

»OASE
    Design by koziol werksdesign W
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4082

»CONNECT
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

670 673 674 675

Design by 

Printsize app.    30x10 mm 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Print runs from 100 upwards

Cup 300ml with lid

bulk packed
96 pcs per carton

Dimensions  80x80x101 mm

PU 96 

CONNECT was developed together with professionals and takes on the  

traditional shape of the coffee mug. The result is a light and unbreakable cup 

for every day, and with its slim shape fits comfortably in the hand.  

The expressive ribbed design protects against hot contents and also works 

practically as a stacking aid. Special emphasis was also placed on the inside of 

the cup: a convex bottom guarantees ultimate coffee enjoyment. 

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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4083

»CONNECT
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

670 674673 675

Printsize app.    30x10 mm 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Print runs from 100 upwards

Cup 400ml with lid

bulk packed
50 pcs per carton

Dimensions  80x80x137 mm

PU 50 

CONNECT was developed together with professionals and takes on the  

traditional shape of the coffee mug. The result is a light and unbreakable cup 

for every day, and with its slim shape it fits comfortably in the hand.  

The expressive ribbed design protects against hot contents and also works 

practically as a stacking aid. Special emphasis was also placed on the inside of 

the cup: a convex bottom guarantees ultimate coffee enjoyment.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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3700

»MAXX

IN - MOULD L A BELING
Mit der In-Mould-Labeling Technologie bringen 
wir hochaufgelöste Bilder und Grafiken  
dauerhaft auf Ihr Produkt. Bei dieser Methode 
wird eine bedruckte Folie beim Spritzgießen un-
lösbar mit dem Produkt verbunden.  
Man kann aus einer Fülle von Materialien, Druck-
farben und Lacken auswählen.  
Dazu ist das Verfahren umweltfreundlich,  
da Folie und Produkt aus demselben  
Material bestehen und vollständig recycelt 
werden können.

IN - MOULD L A BELING
With in-mould labeling we bring high-resolution 
images and graphics permanently onto your 
product. In this method, a printed film is applied 
to the product during injection molding. You can 
choose from a range of materials, print colors and 
finishes. The process is environmentally friendly 
as the film and product are made of the same 
material and can be fully recycled.

525 526 668 669 670

Design by koziol werksdesign

Mug

Printsize app.     40x20 mm; 35x35 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

In-Mold Labeling on request

bulk packed
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  136x95x89 mm

PU 100

MAXX is the best. A true superlative, especially in the cupboard, as it is 

the first mug with a handle that is stackable. The material insulates very 

well, keeping hot drinks at the perfect temperature for longer. MAXX is 

extremely robust, thereby particularly suitable for everyday use as well as 

outdoor activities, traveling and sports. The curved shape feels good in 

the hand and this original mug is made out of environmentally-friendly, 

recyclable plastic – making it lightweight, long-lasting and guaranteed 

BPA free. 90% less energy is used in the production process compared to 

a mug made out of ceramic or porcelain. Simply our favorite mug. 

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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3797

»SAFE TO GO

VERSCHLUSS SEALING CAP

RING

BECHER CUP
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i002i001 i003 i004

i005 i006 i007 i008 i009 i010 i011 i012

O 002

NEW

O 001

NEW

AUS 100% POLYPROPYLEN.  
VON DER DEUTSCHEN UMWELTHILFE EMPFOHLEN. 

MADE OF 100% POLYPROPYLENE.  

RECOMMENDED BY ENVIRONMENTAL AC TION GERMANY.

Banderole

AB 500 STÜCK FROM 500 PIECES

313311 408 466 870 871

Design by koziol werksdesign

Insulated Cup 400ml

Printsize app.     28x28 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed
70 pcs per carton

Dimensions  92x92x145 mm

PU 70

Enjoy your coffee with a clear conscience. SAFE TO GO will quickly  

become your favorite cup for that daily coffee to go – dent resistant,  

well insulated and can be used again and again and… again.  

The environment will thank you! The practical 360° lid ensures  

maximum comfort and the all-round ribbed design guarantees  

optimal heat protection. Never leave home without it!  

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück. A267
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3586»CLICK

526

3571»AROMA M

3589

»AROMA TO GO 2.0

100

104

Banderole
A339

466 479311 668 669 670 671

Design by Tino Valentinitsch, Wien

Coffee-to-go cup 350ml

Printsize app.     25x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Insulated Cup 270ml

Printsize app.     45x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Insulated Cup w. lid 400ml

Printsize app.    43x20; 30x10; 40x20; 25x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton bulk packed 

96 pcs per carton

Dimensions  97x92x120 mmDimensions  94x102x72 mm

Dimensions  93x93x136 mm

PU 50

PU 100

PU 96

The innovation push for caffeine fixes: mobile morning people will go 

for the CLICK coffee-to-go cup as the ideal way to start their day. The cool 

new tilting lid is cleverly designed as an on-off switch, so there’s no  

spilling in the subway crush. The attractive ribbed structure on the out-

side makes it easier to grip while affording insulation to heat-sensitive 

hands. And for those who would rather face the gridlock on their own 

four wheels, CLICK is designed to fit all standard cupholders in cars, too.

This cup runneth over… with fantastic features! AROMA M insulates like  

a thermos flask, keeping hot liquids hot longer, while the outside  

always maintains its cool. The ring around the middle offers added grip 

for little hands. What‘s more, AROMA M is basically unbreakable,  

which makes it ideal for stylish picnics and all manner of outdoor events. 

And of course: kindergarten!

Coffee lovers everywhere, rejoice! AROMA TO GO 2.0 sits comfortably in 

the hand and makes a stylish statement, promoting smiles all around. 

The insulated cup keeps hot drinks inside at the perfect temperature 

while protecting fingers outside from scalding. Thanks to its flexible fins, 

the lid fits snugly on the cup, making it the ultimate convenience for  

out and about too. The ideal way to make servers at your friendly  

neighborhood café more than happy to fill-er-up.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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499

3708

»OASE 

3796

»PLOPP TO GO
331 669 670668 671 801 805 314 315 316 308

Design by koziol werksdesign

Water Bottle 425ml

Printsize app.     55x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Water Bottle 425ml

Printsize app.     55x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
82 per carton

bulk packed 
80 pcs per carton

Dimensions  74x74x253 mmDimensions  74x74x217 mm

PU 82 PU 80

The three-part bottle easily breaks down into its individual components 

for thorough cleaning – even in the dishwasher. OASE is sturdy and 

safe, and the ideal travelling companion on outings, at school, at work 

and at home. OASE is made out of environmentally-friendly, recyclable 

plastic – making it lightweight, long-lasting and guaranteed BPA free. 

In the production process, 90% less energy is used compared to the 

production of glass or aluminum.

Instant street credibility with this iconic water bottle! Others will be  

green with envy as you refill with fresh water wherever you go.  

The two-piece bottle can be completely disassembled, allowing for a 

thorough clean – even in in the dishwasher. Zero waste and good karma: 

PLOPP TO GO is made out of environmentally-friendly, recyclable  

plastic – making it lightweight, long-lasting and guaranteed BPA free. 

In the production process, 90% less energy is used compared to the 

production of glass or aluminum.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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3169»CANDY L

3199»CANDY S

NEW

NEW

NEW
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525 526 668 669 670 671
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SONDERFARBE AB 500 STÜCK 
CORPOR ATE COLOR FROM 500 PIECES

3199    »CANDY S
Liquid Safe Box

 3169   »CANDY L
Lunchbox

your  
color

526

»CANDY S
Design by koziol werksdesign

4310

525 668 670 671669

525 526 670 671668 669

526525 668 669 670 671
Corporate color  
from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe  
ab 500 Stück.

Design by 

Printsize app.    75x60 mm

Design by 

Printsize app.    75x50mm 

Printsize app.    75x50mm 

Lunch Box

Liquid Safe Box

Print runs from 100 upwards

Print runs from 100 upwards

Print runs from 100 upwards

Bowl

In-Mold + Aftermould-Labeling on request

4310   »CANDY
Bowl

bulk packed
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed
32 pcs per carton

Dimensions  189x133x67 mm

Dimensions  126x81x53 mm 

Dimensions  121x76x48 mm

PU 32 

PU 50 

PU 50

Bread, snacks, fruit and even sandwiches are kept fresh and appetizing in  

the spacious lunchbox CANDY L. The clip closure is designed in such a way 

that the lunchbox cannot accidentally open during transport. The rounded 

shape feels smooth to the touch and ensures that it does not get caught 

going in and out of your bag or backpack.

The box can be customized with high quality in-mold labeling. In this  

method, a printed film is applied to the product during injection molding. 

This process is particularly environmentally friendly as the film and product 

are made of the same material and can therefore be completely recycled.

CANDY S is the leakproof container for dressings, sauces and honey, 

making it the ideal companion for salads or muesli to go. Ingredients are 

kept separate, making sure everything stays fresh and appetizing to be 

mixed together just before it’s time to eat.

Homemade lunch to go is more popular than ever. Not only does it taste 

much better, it is also healthier and helps protect the environment, 

saving disposable packaging. CANDY S is therefore the perfect addition 

to all the larger lunchboxes from koziol.

The small bowl acts as a divider and is the perfect addition to the  

large lunch box CANDY L. Simply place the bowl in the lunch box and  

add sliced fruit, cookies or nuts. That way, everything can be neatly 

separated until lunchtime!

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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3198

»CLUB

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

NEW 671 672

Design by koziol werksdesign

Bento Box

Printsize app.     75x60mm ; 30x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

NEW

bulk packed
36 pcs per carton

Dimensions  135x142x108 mm

PU 36

Salad to go. The lunchbox with the fresh, facetted design is perfect 

for salads, sliced fruit, cereal and everything else you want to mix just 

before eating. The top part offers plenty of storage space for toppings 

such as berries, nuts or croutons, and the mini container is just right 

for salad dressing, syrup or honey. All ingredients are kept separated 

and appetizing until mealtime. Meal prep is more popular than ever, as 

homemade food not only tastes better, it is much healthier and without 

disposable packaging easier on the environment.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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3168

»PASCAL READY
870 871869868NEW
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525 526 663 668 669 670 671
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 3157   »PASCAL 

SONDERFARBE AB 500 STÜCK 
CORPOR ATE COLOR FROM 500 PIECES

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

 3144   »PASCAL MINI

3158    »PASCAL S

 3159   »PASCAL L

your  
color

Design by koziol werksdesign ] Cairn Young, London

Lunch Box Set + Cutlery Set

Printsize app.     60x90 mm (PASCAL L),  90x60 mm (PASCAL S),  
55x35 mm (PASCAL MINI),  30x10 mm (KLIKK knife bottom)Print runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

set in polybag 
50 pcs per carton

PU 50

PASCAL READY is the intelligent system for good food on the go.  

The system is well thought out, and the three boxes can be nested  

easily in one another. Salad, wraps, fruit, nuts, veggie sticks  

and croutons can be neatly separated so food remains appetizing  

until consumed. The compact KLIKK cutlery set which finds its  

place in the large box is the perfect companion for the lunchbox set.
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525 526 663

3144»PASCAL MINI

525 526 663

3158»PASCAL S

525 526 663

3159»PASCAL L

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.     55x35 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.    75x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.     75x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

Laser runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
32 pcs per carton

Aftermould-Labeling on request

bulk packed, 56 pcs per carton

Dimensions  232x166x62 mm

Dimensions  151x108x60 mm

Dimensions  96x70x52 mm

PU  100

PU 56

PU  32

The practical addition to the lunch box concept PASCAL – because 

sometimes, less is more.  PASCAL MINI stores fruit, veggie sticks, nuts 

and cookies and fits perfectly into its bigger relatives. Food is properly 

separated, ensuring nothing gets in the way of maximum indulgence. 

And if it’s just for a little snack on the go, then PASCAL MINI works well 

on its own.

The koziol lunch box PASCAL S is a compact container that is perfect for 

transporting sandwiches, fruit and other foods to go, making it the  

ideal companion on outings, at school and at work. It features a click & 

close lid that stays firmly in place and keeps contents fresh. Two S-size 

boxes fit perfectly inside the large PASCAL L, allowing foods to be kept 

separately yet conveniently stored inside a single container.

The all-accommodating lunchbox PASCAL L has ample space for  

sandwiches, rolls, fruit, veggies and more. It comes equipped with a  

clip closure that keeps it sealed and its contents fresh. The robust  

material will maintain its good looks, making PASCAL L the perfect 

companion for years. A cool bonus feature: two smaller PASCAL S boxes 

fit perfectly inside the larger version, making it easy to keep fruit  

and sandwiches apart. Alternately, the specially designed lunchbox 

divider can be inserted between different types of food.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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525

3142

»PANORAMA
525 526

3081

»BASIC
Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.     75x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.     75x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwardsLaser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
56 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
88 pcs per carton

Dimensions  168x122x66 mmDimensions  230x183x47 mm

PU 56 PU 88

Smart, slender and functional: the PANORAMA lunchbox will fit  

comfortably inside every messenger bag, while offering space aplenty 

for sandwiches, fruit and snacks. Ideal for everyone who wants to  

eat fresh at work or on the road. The streamlined design adds another 

feelgood factor and the robust material will retain its good looks  

for many a year. Making PANORAMA an indispensable companion for 

every day of the week.

Fresh stays fresh. The spacious box keeps sandwiches, snacks, fruit, 

and even bread rolls yummy and fresh. The special “soft” design with 

its rounded edges makes the lunch box pleasant to hold – and prevents 

pointy corners catching in backpacks, school bags, or during car  

journeys. What’s more, it can be customized and personalized. Thanks to 

a sophisticated molding technology, nearly every graphic can be  

transformed into a 3D relief in the lid. Looks great, feels great – and  

instantly transforms your basic lunchbox into an advertising vehicle!

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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3707

»HOMEMADE

3216

»SHADOW 

Yo
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go
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Your logo here.

525 663

Design by koziol werksdesign

Gift Set

Printsize app.     55x30 mm;  75x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by Pentagon Design, Helsinki

Spork

Printsize app.    15x8 mm; 30x20mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

set in gift box 
30 set per carton

bulk packed 
250 pcs per carton

Dimensions  183x41x10 mmDimensions  74x74x216 mm; 168x122x66 mm

PU 30 PU 250

Mom’s cooking tastes best and the tastiest breaktime snack is still home-

made. HOMEMADE now allows anyone to show off their favorite treats in 

style. The spacious box keeps sandwiches, snacks, fruit, and even bread 

rolls yummy and fresh. The special “soft” design with its rounded edges 

makes the lunch box a pleasure to hold – and prevents pointy corners 

catching and scratching rucksacks, school bags and car upholstery.  

The three-part bottle easily deconstructs into its individual components 

for thorough cleaning – even in the dishwasher. Sturdy and safe, OASE is 

the ideal companion on outings, at school and at work.

When fork meets spoon, it’s a match made in heaven – or by koziol,  

and then it’s called SHADOW. This beautifully designed yet sturdy hybrid 

will naturally come in handy on picnics and camping trips, but daily 

lunchbox duty is a top priority as well. SHADOW will also nest in pockets, 

as you never know when hunger will strike. Whether it’s used for  

spearing or spooning, the SHADOW spork guarantees cultivated style – 

and clean fingers!
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526

4032

»DYNASTY
NEW
Design by Cairn Young, London 

Chopsticks Spoon Set

Printsize app.     25x15 mm; 10x5 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  230x45x24 mm

PU 100

For those who do not want to give up their table culture on the go:  

DYNASTY is the perfect to go set for Asian specialties, consisting  

of a large spoon and a pair of chopsticks. It is the perfect symbiosis of 

function, form and material. To transport, simply fit all pieces together 

compactly so nothing is lost. The cutlery is environmentally friendly, 

long-lasting, easy to clean and 100% recyclable.
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526

4036

»KLIKK POCKET
NEW 671670669668

Design by 

Cutlery Set 3-pieces

Printsize app.    40x7mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  38x30x170 mm

PU 100 

KLIKK POCKET is the ideal travel companion. Knife, fork, spoon easily  

click together and fit into any pocket thanks to its compact size. To open, 

just press the button and all three pieces will come apart easily.  

The cutlery fits comfortably in the hand and is extremely robust. The knife 

can even take on steaks! The material is extremely long-lasting and of 

course food- and dishwasher-safe. A meaningful concept for those who 

want to enjoy uncompromising sustainability.
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525 526 655 657 659 663

4003

»KLIKK
Design by Cairn Young, London 

Cutlery Set 3-pieces

Printsize app.    30x10mm; 30x3mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  222x48x36 mm

PU 100

Knife, fork, spoon. Finally, a no-nonsense to go cutlery set that’s just  

the right size. You’ll never have to balance food to your mouth again! 

The three pieces are easy to take apart and snap back together without 

any guesswork – simply lift the knife at the blade and push down.  

All pieces fit comfortably in the hand and are extremely lightweight, 

fitting into any kind of bag. 

Selected by
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»CONNECT
»CLUB
»BIG APPLE
»BABELL
»LEAF
»STEP’N’PEP 
»EIEI
»KASIMIR
»AHOI
»HOT STUFF
»BIBO
»HAPPY BOARDS
»SNAP
»CHEF2

»OLIVER
»TURNER
»HAPPY SPOONS

»CONNECT COLLECTION
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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4037

»TULIP
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

670 673

Cutlery Set 3-pieces

Printsize app.    30x10; 15x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by Cairn Young, London

single in gift box 
6 pcs per carton

Dimensions  46x46x225 mm  

PU 6 

The set table rethought. The TULIP cutlery set consists of knife, fork and 

spoon and is a real inspiration as it stands upright. The three parts rest 

safely in a holder and can also be removed individually. An amazing 

design solution and at the same time a small revolution for the set table. 

Simply a brilliant idea and an expressive eyecatcher.
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3141

»CONNECT
670 673 674 675

3102

»CONNECT
NEW NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

674 675673670

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Printsize app.    25x40 mm Printsize app.    40x20 mm

Print runs from 100 upwardsPrint runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign Design by koziol werksdesign

Cup 190ml Bowl 400ml

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

Dimensions  73x73x75 mm Dimensions  123x123x50 mm

PU 50 PU 50 

Get back to the basics with CONNECT. The geometric shape does not 

require a handle and can be combined perfectly with the CONNECT 

plates and other dishes. CONNECT is sturdy yet lightweight and stackable, 

making it an indispensable companion for picnics, too.

The universal bowl for soup, salad, and dessert. CONNECT is exactly  

the right size for all current food trends and will become indispensable  

in every kitchen. It transforms into a cereal bowl at breakfast and is 

perfect for ice cream after dinner!
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675

3100

»CONNECT
670 673 674

3114

»CONNECT GIFT SET
NEW NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

674673670 675

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Small Plate 205mm Small Plate, Bowl, Cup

Design by koziol werksdesign Design by koziol werksdesign

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

single in gift box

Dimensions 205x205x20 mm  Dimensions  205x205x80 mm

PU 50 PU 1

CONNECT makes a good first impression with its clean shape. The small 

plate is ideal for fruit, snacks or cakes and also looks great on the  

breakfast table. Its uncomplicated design makes it ideal for combining 

with other dishes and opens up a wealth of design options.

With its clean shapes, this tableware set is an inspiration at first sight. 

The small plate is ideal for fruit, snacks or cake and the small bowl  

will quickly become your go-to for cereals and desserts. The small cup 

feels good in the hand and is surprisingly complete without a handle.  

CONNECT is sturdy, lightweight and stackable, making it an indispens- 

able companion for picnics, too.
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525

4004

»CLUB

525

4006»CLUB PLATE M

525

4005»CLUB PLATE L
Design by koziol werksdesign

Bowl

Printsize app.     35x20 mm; 45x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Soup Plate

Printsize app.     40x15 mm; 70x25 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Dinner Plate

Printsize app.     40x15 mm; 80x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  162x162x64 mm

Dimensions   220x220x35 mm

Dimensions   260x260x18 mm

PU 50

PU 50

PU 100Just the right size for the trendiest bowl recipes! Whether Smoothie, 

Poké or Buddha Bowl: This bowl will help let your imagination run wild. 

And for the traditionalists: Salads, fruit, soups or dessert can also be 

presented beautifully. The material will stay beautiful for a long time and 

the bowl is of course dishwasher-safe. 

The universal plate for backyard parties, picnics or glamping – or for 

any outdoor occasion for that matter! The outside has a lively facetted 

design; the inside delightfully polished to a high sheen. Its solid quality 

and wide stance are ideal for those who want to dine in style – even 

when outdoors.

This facetted plate is like a fresh summer breeze for your next outdoor 

lunch or patio dinner, guaranteeing shard-free fun at even the most 

raging parties! Its solid material and modern colors add the finishing 

touch to a beautifully set table, and thanks to its top quality, won’t blow 

away in the wind. 
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525

3170

»BIG APPLE 
525 526

3660

»CLUB
Design by Maria Berntsen, Copenhagen 

Fruit Dish

Printsize app.    40x10 mm

on request

Design by Serge Atallah, Paris

Snack bowl

Printsize app.     50x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

single in gift box
96 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
96 pcs per carton

Dimensions  375x375x130 mm Dimensions  211x211x40 mm

PU 96 PU 96

BIG APPLE never upsets the apple cart. On the contrary, it fits irresistibly 

in any tasteful setting. The fruit bowl adds a new dimension in detail  

with its oversized stalk – made of a surprisingly flexible material!  

And with its smooth contours and graceful shape, BIG APPLE‘s high-gloss 

surface will protect any kind of fruit and showcase it to perfection.

Variety is the spice of life – and organization its bread and butter.  

The CLUB snack bowl assigns separate quarters to fingerfoods, salads, 

sauces and dips. The polygonal design with its four compartments is 

also ideal for keeping gummi bears and nuts separate in front of the TV. 

The snack bowl is big on functionality but small in terms of space – it is 

stylishly stackable. And the compact base makes it perfect for carrying, 

even when fully loaded with goodies.
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525

526

3181»BABELL XS 

3180»BABELL L 
525 526

3185

»BABELL BIG

525 526

663

Design by thesevenhints, Wien

Etagère

Printsize app.    50x20 mm; 25x6 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by thesevenhints, Wien

Etagère

Printsize app.     60x20 mm; 35x7 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by thesevenhints, Wien

Etagère

Printsize app.     50x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
40 pcs per carton

single in gift box 
25 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
6 pcs per carton

Dimensions   198x198x220 mm

Dimensions   314x314x340 mm Dimensions  380x380x530 mm

PU 40

PU 25

PU 6

Little BABELL XS takes up no more space on a table, buffet or countertop 

than a candy dish. But she sure is big on impact when it comes to show-

casing tempting treats like cookies, chocolates or gumdrops.

BABELL L is the classic high-rise for tempting tidbits. She’ll beautifully 

showcase fruit, muffins, cookies, fingerfood and more on her three 

stages. When she’s off duty, the individual levels nest compactly in 

inverted order for easy storage.

A stunning picture of opulence – the BABELL BIG etagère can even take 

on melons and pineapple! The four smaller tiers will happily play host  

to other tasty treats – from apples and berries through to gummi bears!  

Like all its siblings, BABELL BIG can be taken apart and its elements 

slotted together in reverse order for compact storage. 
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525

3652»LEAF S

343

3692»LEAF L+ 
343

3693

»LEAF 2.0

Design by Cairn Young, London 

Bowl 600ml

Printsize app.     40x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by Cairn Young, London 

Salad bowl with servers 3l

Printsize app.     20x15 mm; 40x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by Cairn Young, London 

Salad bowl with servers 4l

Printsize app.     20x15 mm; 40x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
54 pcs per carton

single in gift box 
15 pcs per carton

single in gift box, 
28 pcs per carton

Dimensions   180x247x87 mm

Dimensions   329x486x127 mm Dimensions  402x288x200 mm

PU 54

PU 15

PU 28

The crisp, clean design of our iconic salad bowl now also features in 

smaller, but not lesser, versions. MINI is ideal for dips, sauces, tapas and 

finger food, while MIDI and MAXI will accommodate single servings of 

salad, fruit, dessert or soup. Remember your Latin? Sanum sanum edens 

figura. Healthy food, healthy shape. Or something like that.

The most beautiful salad bowl known to man, in a compact size that‘s 

just made for smaller households and smaller portions – and naturally 

for every day! The sweeping shape makes each meal a feast for the eyes, 

and the integrated servers are always on hand to further enhance the 

look of this design icon.

LEAF will adorn every salad creation. It always goes for gold and even 

brings its own servers – which mimic the bowl‘s gentle contours  

and come in attractively contrasting colors. Despite its small footprint, 

the tall bowl offers plenty of room for green salads. The London  

designer Cairn Young created this elegant table companion which has  

so much appeal that it demands to be used every single day.
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001

3110

»STEP‘N‘PEP 
319 320 322 323 496

3112

»EIEI
Design by Liora Reich & Barro de Gast, Milano 

Salt & Pepper Shaker

Printsize app.     20x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Design by Cairn Young, London 

Salt & Pepper Shaker

Printsize app.      15x15 mm; 12x12 mm 

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

in PET Box with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

in PET Box with inlay 
48 pcs per carton

Dimensions  67x115x80 mm Dimensions  60x60x80 mm

PU 100 PU 48

Simply made for one another: this dancing salt & pepper duo is a  

perfect fit for contemporary tablescapes – and doubles as an irresistible 

invitation to shake, rattle and roll...

London-based designer Cairn Young has been fascinated with the 

Japanese art of wood joinery for years, developing a true obsession to 

nest, connect, assemble, and piece things together in an aesthetic and 

intelligent way himself. His latest inspiration was the egg – arguably 

the most perfect shape in the world. The mysterious object, just like a 

regular egg, reveals its true self only after opening. Simply lift the top 

half, and you have a functional and decorative salt and pepper shaker: 

Stable, easy to refill and undeniably unique. 
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535 540

3079

»KASIMIR 
525 526

3682

»AHOI
Design by PINKEYE, Antwerpen

Cheese Grater

Printsize app.     50x7 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Design by Pedrizetti & Associati, Milano

Lemon Squeezer

Printsize app.     55x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

in flowpack with inlay 
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  99x153x66 mm Dimensions  100x200x83 mm

PU 50 PU 100

KASIMIR perks up his quills to finely grate parmesan, cheddar & co. for 

pizzas, pasta and gratins. The little hedgehog is the perfect symbiosis 

of design, function and feeling – and an attractive addition to any table 

or kitchen. The ideal accessory for everyone who loves to cook and is 

devoted to fresh ingredients. 

There’s no need for sour grapes when the AHOI citrus juicer is around. 

Lemons and limes will love the great shape and sturdy design, and users 

will appreciate the two precision-enhancing pointed spouts for pouring 

– and holding back the seeds! To ensure that the deck stays sparkling 

clean, the AHOI citrus juicer can set course for the dishwasher after every 

assignment.
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331 360

365 499

3057»HOT STUFF M

331 360

365 526

3058»HOT STUFF L
525

5605

»BIBO 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Storage Container 350g

Printsize app.    75x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Storage Container 500g

Printsize app.    60x75 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Organic Waste Bin

Printsize app.     75x60 mm

print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed
80 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
60 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
48 pcs per carton

Dimensions   171x85x165 mm

Dimensions   85x170x200 mm Dimensions  225x208x160 mm

PU 80

PU 60

PU 48

These attractive containers are equally ideal for storing coffee or tea while 

 keeping its contents aroma-fresh. It is also ideal for storing flour, sugar, 

muesli, nuts, pasta and more, keeping them safe from light, air and humi-

dity. Their convenient lid is easy to open and close, and even has a home 

for a scoop – which is therefore always to hand. Its pure simplicity will 

warm the cockles of any cook’s heart. What’s more, HOT STUFF guarantees 

maximum hygienic safety, making it a must for every kitchen. Despite its 

name, HOT STUFF is suitable for cool contents only.

Good vibes guaranteed! These attractive containers are equally ideal for 

storing coffee or tea while keeping its contents aroma-fresh. It is also 

ideal for storing flour, sugar, muesli, nuts, pasta and more, keeping them 

safe from light, air and humidity. Their convenient lid is easy to open 

and close, and even has a home for a scoop – which is therefore always 

to hand. Its pure simplicity will warm the cockles of any cook’s heart. 

What’s more, HOT STUFF guarantees maximum hygienic safety, making it 

a must for every kitchen. Despite its name, HOT STUFF is suitable for cool 

contents only.

Did you know that kitchen waste can be used to generate electricity?  

For example, a single banana skin will keep an LED light illuminated for  

34 minutes – so don‘t pitch it! It‘s worth saving kitchen scraps, and  

even more fun when using this smart box. With its compact dimensions,  

BIBO will find a home in the smallest of kitchens. What‘s more, it‘s easy  

to clean and, thanks to its snug lid, seals the contents hygenically.
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3256

»HAPPY BOARD

3256

3262

3249

3263

3258

3259

525 655 659 663

LASERGRAVUR AB 500 STÜCK 
LASER ENGR AVING FROM 500 PIECES

WECHSELEINSATZ AB 3.000 STÜCK
INTERCHANGEABLE INSERT FROM 3000 PIECES

Design by koziol werksdesign

Snack Board

Printsize app.     90x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions   192x247x5 mm

PU 100

HAPPY BOARD MMMMHHH... is just made for yumminess. No matter 

what’s for breakfast, lunch, dinner or snacks, it will taste even better 

when savored in style and with a smile. HAPPY BOARD MMMMHHH...  

is crafted of extra sturdy, unbreakable material that nonetheless keeps 

knife blades sharp. And naturally it’s dishwasher safe. Yum yum!
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3250»SNAP S

525 655

659 663

3251»SNAP L
525 526

3264

»SNAP 2.0

525 655

659 663

Cutting Board

Printsize app.     40x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Cutting Board

Printsize app.     70x20 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Cutting Board

Printsize app.     40x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by Thomas Junk  
& Franziska Fuchs, München

Design by Thomas Junk &  
Franziska Fuchs, München

Design by koziol werksdesign

bulk packe 
30 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
30 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
30 pcs per carton

Dimensions   331x166x5 mm

Dimensions   464x242x8 mm Dimensions  492x278x8 mm

PU 30

PU 30

PU 30

Even in a smaller format, the SNAP cutting board is a big help in any 

kitchen. The compact size makes it especially handy and the functional 

design turns chopping chores into fun. SNAP S neatly folds in the  

middle – and hey presto! Herbs, onions and veggies are safely on their 

no-spill way into the cooking pot. 

To make sure nothing gets lost in the kitchen, this cutting-edge tool 

actually folds up to funnel choppings right on target! An ingenious 

product that delivers great design and functionality to even the 

smallest kitchen.

First cut, then fold. This archetypal cutting board now boasts a new 

folding function as one of its intelligent design features. It can be 

folded in the middle and its contents funneled safely into a bowl or 

saucepan. Thanks to its professional dimensions, SNAP 2.0 allows all the 

ingredients to be chopped, cut and collected in one place. What’s more, 

it makes the perfect platform for slicing roasts and dividing up cakes 

as well. A large handle for easy gripping and lifting, a channeled rim 

that traps liquids and a knife-friendly surface make SNAP 2.0 a perfectly 

designed solution. 
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3223»CLUB

3222»CLUB
526 655 663

3227

»CLUB

526 655 663

526 655 663

Design by koziol werksdesign

Stirring Spoon

Printsize app.     70x7 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Design by koziol werksdesign

Spatula

Printsize app.     70x7 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Design by koziol werksdesign

Tongs

Printsize app.     75x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
60 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions   17x56x319 mm

Dimensions   24x103x315 mm Dimensions  50x60x335 mm

PU 100

PU 60

PU 100

The CLUB spoon is always in its element. Built to withstand the heat  

of the moment and very gentle on scratch-prone surfaces and nonstick 

coatings, despite its robust build. The handy hole in the center speeds 

up and perfects the mixing process; a pointed end gets into every nook 

and cranny to prevent sticking.

The CLUB spatula presents the ideal solution for stir-fries, omelets and 

pancakes. Its unique secret: the tilted scraper makes it easy to lift  

and flip the food. When it comes to serving, the CLUB spatula delivers  

a peak performance as well. The material is sturdy and heat-resistant,  

but still gentle on scratch-prone nonstick coatings.

Every steak just longs for CLUB tongs! Safe transport on the way  

from pan to plate is guaranteed. And the broadly tapered ends with their 

grooved surface are just the thing for coming to grips with fragile  

delicacies. These multitasking tongs will gladly grasp, lift, turn and serve 

in the kitchen and at the table. Extra long and heat-resistant, keeping 

the hot stuff away from your fingertips.
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526

655

663

3221»CLUB

3213»CLUB
364 457

3309

»CLUB

526

655

663

Design by Serge Atallah, Paris

Pizza Cutter

Printsize app.     70x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Design by koziol werksdesign

Cheese Knife

Printsize app.     40x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

Utensil Stand

Printsize app.     90x15 mm; 45x25 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

single in flowpack with inlay 
50 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
20 pcs per carton

set in gift box 
56 sets per carton

Dimensions   17x128x145 mm

Dimensions   13x87x233 mm Dimensions  69x407x318 mm

PU 50

PU 20

PU 56

The CLUB pizza cutter is proof positive that the best ideas never go out 

of style. The ever-sharp, durable blade really rocks - with the accuracy 

afforded by graduated finger grips – for perfect slices of pizza every time. 

Thick crust? No problem. CLUB will safely do duty on any type of pizza 

and even on pastry! Now that’s true pizzazz!

When it comes to functionality and innovative potential, the CLUB 

cheese knife is simply a cut above its competitors. The razor-sharp blade 

slices smoothly through any type of cheese – even those particularly 

tough customers from Italy! Artistically designed as a gesamtkunstwerk 

and equipped with a strategically shaped ergonomic handle, CLUB 

demonstrates that minimum effort can produce maximum results. What 

is more, the tip is ideal for spearing and serving, while the hole lets it 

hang out conveniently on any peg or hook for easy, at-the-ready storage. 

The stylish kitchen utensilo with its cooking spoon, spatula and tongs  

is part of the award-winning CLUB series by koziol. The sleek stand with 

its ultra-modern beveled look recalls an ocean liner - and will catch 

the eye in any designer kitchen. CLUB provides the ideal platform for 

key kitchen tools that cooks always need at their fingertips. All of the 

products are made of high-quality, solid plastic to technically advanced 

standards. Needless to say, they are all food-safe.
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2998»CHEF²

3007»OLIVER

3003»TURNER

»CHEF2

»OLIVER

»TURNER

526 655 659 663

526 655 659 663

526 655 659 663

Design by Julian Appelius, Berlin

Stirring spoon & Tongs

Printsize app.     50x8 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs 

Design by Meyer Design, Lichtenfels 

Stirring Spoon

Printsize app.     70x5 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs 

Design by Meyer Design, Lichtenfels 

Spatula

Printsize app.    50x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs 

in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions   26x54x320 mm

Dimensions   34x53x312 mm

Dimensions   40x72x306 mm

PU  100

PU 100

PU  100

The first genuine multi-tool for cooks offers both wide-mouthed tongs 

and a spoon optimized for flat-bottomed pots. So it multitasks equally 

well as a stirrer, gripper, lifter, turner and server. No matter which side 

you’re on, CHEF² is deliciously handy.

TURNER the spatula rushes to the rescue, scooping up eggs, steak,  

fried potatoes, and anything else that sizzles in the saucepan.  

The unique suction-cup holder can be affixed to all smooth surfaces.

With OLIVER, encrusted saucepans are a thing of the past. This smiling 

spoon will happily stir purees and puddings – and of course every soup 

under the sun. Once his mission is accomplished, he will hang out on 

his handy wall mount, ready for the next assignment. OLIVER is made of 

high-quality, heat-resistant plastic.
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3290»HAPPY SPOON

3297»HAPPY SPOON XL 

89123298 8910 3290 3294 3291 3293 3295

525

535

583

584

526

582

536

588

S TA NDA RDMOT I V E  
A B 1 .0 0 0 S T ÜCK
Die koziol Standardlöffel können Sie  
einzeln oder im Set erwerben.  
Bitte fragen Sie Ihr individuelles Motiv  
und Ihre Farbe bei uns an. Muster  

sind je nach Verfügbarkeit lieferbar. 

S TA NDA RD MOT IFS  
FROM 10 0 0 PIECE S
Standard koziol spoons available  
separately or in sets. Inquire  
about customized designs and colors.  
Samples subject to availability.

WECHSELEINSATZ AB 5.000 STÜCK
INTERCHANGEABLE INSERT FROM 5000 PIECES

Design by koziol werksdesign

Spoon

ind. mold from 5000 pcs upwards
price on request

Design by koziol werksdesign

Spoon

ind. mold from 5000 pcs upwards
price on request

Personalized insert card are available 
from of 250 pieces.

Personalized insert card are available  
from of 250 pieces.

bulk packed 
250 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
250 pcs per carton

Dimensions  12x30x196x mm 

Dimensions   12x29x151 mm

PU 250

PU 250

From the morning egg to the afternoon coffee break, from yoghurt  

to yummy marmalade:  A-PRIL ensures that every meal and in-between 

snack will put a smile on our faces. The little spoon is topped with  

an original symbol, giving it standout status in the cutlery drawer.  

From banana splits to latte macchiattos, from fruit yogurts to summery 

long drinks: SUSI is a sweetie who will make people smile even as they 

imbibe calorie after calorie – and savor every last drop!  

The extra-long handle is topped with an original theme, making it easy 

to spot in the cutlery drawer. 
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»CONNECT
»KLIKK
»DYNASTY
»CLUB
»MAXX
»AROMA
»SAFE TO GO
»OASE
»PLOPP TO GO
»BASIC
»CANDY
»PASCAL
»SNAP
»BIBO
»TASCHELINI
»TASCHELINO
»TASCHE XL
»LIGHT TO GO
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»TASCHELINO
    Design by M.C. Hamel &  
    A. Mendini, Milano
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KOZIOL ORGANIC COLLECTION
MADE IN GERMANY

Die natürliche Kollektion mit Zellulose,  
100% recyclebar,  

ohne Melamin, Formaldehyd oder BPA.

Extrem langlebig, da aus Thermoplast,  
hitzebeständig bis mindestens 100°C,  

nicht bruchempfindlich und splittert nicht.

Das bedeutet: Aktive Reduktion von CO² durch eigene Produktion.

Ökologisch und ökonomisch sinnvoll, mit besserer Ökobilanz  
im Vergleich zu anderen Materialien.

The organic collection based on cellulose:  
100% recyclable and without any traces  

of melamine, formaldehyde, or BPA.   

Extremely long-lasting thermoplastics, heat resistant  
up to at least 100°C and robust, does not splinter.Made in Germany. 

This means: An active reduction of CO² due to local production.  

Ecologically and economically sensible, with a positive ecological  
balance compared to other materials.

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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4037

»TULIP
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

670 673

Cutlery Set 3-pieces

Printsize app.    30x10; 15x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by Cairn Young, London

single in gift box 
6 pcs per carton

Dimensions  46x46x225 mm

PU 6 

The set table rethought. The TULIP cutlery set consists of knife, fork and 

spoon and is a real inspiration as it stands upright. The three parts rest 

safely in a holder and can also be removed individually. An amazing 

design solution and at the same time a small revolution for the set table. 

Simply a brilliant idea and an expressive eyecatcher.
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3141

»CONNECT
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

3102

»CONNECT
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

670 673 674 675674 675673670

Design by 

Printsize app.    25x40 mm

Design by 

Printsize app.    40x20 mm

Print runs from 100 upwardsPrint runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign Design by koziol werksdesign

Cup 190ml Bowl 400ml

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

Dimensions  73x73x75 mm Dimensions  123x123x50 mm

PU 50 PU 50 

Get back to the basics with CONNECT. The geometric shape does not 

require a handle and can be combined perfectly with the CONNECT 

plates and other dishes. CONNECT is sturdy yet lightweight and stackable, 

making it an indispensable companion for picnics, too.

The universal bowl for soup, salad, and dessert. CONNECT is exactly  

the right size for all current food trends and will become indispensable  

in every kitchen. It transforms into a cereal bowl at breakfast and is 

perfect for ice cream after dinner!
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3100

»CONNECT
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

3114

»CONNECT GIFT SET
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

675670 673 674674673670 675

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Design by koziol werksdesign Design by koziol werksdesign

Small Plate 205mm Small Plate, Bowl, Cup

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

single in gift box 

Dimensions 205x205x20 mm Dimensions  205x205x80 mm

PU 50 PU 1

CONNECT makes a good first impression with its clean shape. The small 

plate is ideal for fruit, snacks or cakes and also looks great on the  

breakfast table. Its uncomplicated design makes it ideal for combining 

with other dishes and opens up a wealth of design options.

With its clean shapes, this tableware set is an inspiration at first sight. 

The small plate is ideal for fruit, snacks or cake and the small bowl  

will quickly become your go-to for cereals and desserts. The small cup 

feels good in the hand and is surprisingly complete without a handle.  

CONNECT is sturdy, lightweight and stackable, making it an indispens- 

able companion for picnics, too.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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4082

»CONNECT
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

670 673 674 675

Design by Cairn Young, London 

Printsize app.    30x10 mm 

Print runs from 100 upwards

Cup 300ml with lid

bulk packed
96 pcs per carton

Dimensions  83x80x104 mm 

PU 96 

CONNECT was developed together with professionals and takes on the  

traditional shape of the coffee mug. The result is a light and unbreakable cup 

for every day, and with its slim shape fits comfortably in the hand.  

The expressive ribbed design protects against hot contents and also works 

practically as a stacking aid. Special emphasis was also placed on the inside 

of the cup: a convex bottom guarantees ultimate coffee enjoyment. 

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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4083

»CONNECT
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

670 674673 675

Printsize app.    30x10 mm 

Design by Cairn Young, London 

Print runs from 100 upwards

Cup 400ml with lid

bulk packed
50 pcs per carton

Dimensions  83x80x140 mm  

PU 50 

CONNECT was developed together with professionals and takes on the  

traditional shape of the coffee mug. The result is a light and unbreakable cup 

for every day, and with its slim shape it fits comfortably in the hand.  

The expressive ribbed design protects against hot contents and also works 

practically as a stacking aid. Special emphasis was also placed on the inside 

of the cup: a convex bottom guarantees ultimate coffee enjoyment. 

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.
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4003

»KLIKK
671670669668

Selected by 4036

»KLIKK POCKET
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

671670669668

Design by Cairn Young, London 

Cutlery Set 3-pieces

Printsize app.    30x10; 30x3; 30x3 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Cutlery Set 3-pieces

Printsize app.    40x7 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by Cairn Young, London 

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  222x48x36 mm Dimensions   222x48x36 mm

PU 100 PU 100 

Knife, fork, spoon. Finally, a no-nonsense to go cutlery set that’s just  

the right size. You’ll never have to balance food to your mouth again!  

The three pieces are easy to take apart and snap back together without 

any guesswork – simply lift the knife at the blade and push down.  

All pieces fit comfortably in the hand and are extremely lightweight, 

fitting into any kind of bag. 

KLIKK POCKET is the ideal travel companion. Knife, fork, spoon easily  

click together and fit into any pocket thanks to its compact size.  

To open, just press the button and all three pieces will come apart easily.  

The cutlery fits comfortably in the hand and is extremely robust.  

The knife can even take on steaks! The material is extremely long-lasting 

and of course food- and dishwasher-safe. A meaningful  

concept for those who want to enjoy uncompromising sustainability.

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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4032

»DYNASTY
NEW

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

668 669 670 671

Design by Cairn Young, London 

Chopsticks Spoon Set

Printsize app.     25x15 mm; 10x5 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

single in flowpack with inlay 
6 pcs per carton

Dimensions  230x45x24 mm

PU 100

For those who do not want to give up their table culture on the go:  

DYNASTY is the perfect to go set for Asian specialties, consisting  

of a large spoon and a pair of chopsticks. It is the perfect symbiosis of 

function, form and material. To transport, simply fit all pieces together 

compactly so nothing is lost. The cutlery is environmentally friendly, 

long-lasting, easy to clean and 100% recyclable.
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668 669 670 671

4004»CLUB

668 669 670 671

4006»CLUB PLATE M

668 669 670 671

4005»CLUB PLATE L

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Design by koziol werksdesign

Bowl

Printsize app.     35x20 m; 45x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Soup Plate

Printsize app.     40x15 mm; 70x25 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Dinner Plate

Printsize app.     40x15 mm; 80x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

bulk packed
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions   162x162x64 mm

Dimensions   220x220x35 mm

Dimensions   260x260x18 mm

PU 50

PU 50

PU 100

Just the right size for the trendiest bowl recipes! Whether Smoothie, 

Poké or Buddha Bowl: This bowl will help let your imagination run wild. 

And for the traditionalists: Salads, fruit, soups or dessert can also be 

presented beautifully. The material will stay beautiful for a long time and 

the bowl is of course dishwasher-safe. 

The universal plate for backyard parties, picnics or glamping –  

or for any outdoor occasion for that matter! The outside has a lively 

facetted design; the inside delightfully polished to a high sheen.  

Its solid quality and wide stance are ideal for those who want to dine  

in style – even when outdoors.

This facetted plate is like a fresh summer breeze for your next outdoor 

lunch or patio dinner, guaranteeing shard-free fun at even the most 

raging parties! Its solid material and modern colors add the finishing 

touch to a beautifully set table, and thanks to its top quality, won’t blow 

away in the wind. 
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3700

»MAXX
668 669 670

Design by koziol werksdesign

Mug

Printsize app.     40x20 mm; 35x35 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

In-Mold Labeling on request

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions  136x95x89 mm

PU 100

MAXX is the best. A true superlative, especially in the cupboard, as it is the 

first mug with a handle that is stackable. The material insulates very well, 

keeping hot drinks at the perfect temperature for longer. MAXX is extremely 

robust, thereby particularly suitable for everyday use as well as outdoor 

activities, traveling and sports. The curved shape feels good in the hand and 

this original mug is made out of environmentally-friendly, recyclable plastic – 

making it lightweight, long-lasting and guaranteed BPA free. 90% less energy 

is used in the production process compared to a mug made out of ceramic  

or porcelain. Simply our favorite mug. 

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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668 669 670

3589»AROMA TO GO 2.0

670 673

674 675

3571»AROMA M
NEW

3797

»SAFE TO GO
870 871NEW

Banderole
A267

671

Banderole
A339

Design by koziol werksdesign

Insulated Cup w. lid 400ml

Printsize app.    43x20; 30x10; 40x20; 25x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Insulated Cup 270ml

Printsize app.     45x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Insulated Cup 400ml

Printsize app.     28x28 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
96 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton bulk packed 

70 pcs per carton

Dimensions   97x92x120 mm

Dimensions   94x102x72 mm Dimensions  92x92x145 mm

PU 96

PU 100

PU 70

Coffee lovers everywhere, rejoice! AROMA TO GO 2.0 sits comfortably in 

the hand and makes a stylish statement, promoting smiles all around. 

The insulated cup keeps hot drinks inside at the perfect temperature 

while protecting fingers outside from scalding. Thanks to its flexible fins, 

the lid fits snugly on the cup, making it the ultimate convenience for out 

and about too. The ideal way to make servers at your friendly  

neighborhood café more than happy to fill-er-up.

This cup runneth over… with fantastic features! AROMA M insulates like a 

thermos flask, keeping hot liquids hot longer, while the outside 

always maintains its cool. The ring around the middle offers added grip 

for little hands. What‘s more, AROMA M is basically unbreakable,  

which makes it ideal for stylish picnics and all manner of outdoor events. 

And of course: kindergarten!

Enjoy your coffee with a clear conscience. SAFE TO GO will quickly  

become your favorite cup for that daily coffee to go – dent resistant,  

well insulated and can be used again and again and… again.  

The environment will thank you! The practical 360° lid ensures  

maximum comfort and the all-round ribbed design guarantees  

optimal heat protection. Never leave home without it!  

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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3708»OASE 

3796»PLOPP TO GO

315

669

316

670

314

668

308

671

3081

»BASIC
668 669 670 671

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Design by koziol werksdesign

Water Bottle 425ml

Printsize app.     55x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Water Bottle 425ml

Printsize app.     55x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.     90x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
82 per carton

bulk packed 
80 pcs per carton bulk packed 

88 pcs per carton

Dimensions   74x74x217 mm

Dimensions   74x74x253 mm Dimensions  122x168x66 mm

PU 82

PU 80

PU 88

The three-part bottle easily breaks down into its individual components 

for thorough cleaning – even in the dishwasher. OASE is sturdy and safe, 

and the ideal travelling companion on outings, at school,  

at work and at home. OASE is made out of environmentally-friendly, 

recyclable plastic – making it lightweight, long-lasting and guaranteed 

BPA free. In the production process, 90% less energy is used compared 

to the production of glass or aluminum.

Instant street credibility with this iconic water bottle! Others will be green 

with envy as you refill with fresh water wherever you go. The two-piece 

bottle can be completely disassembled, allowing for a thorough clean 

– even in in the dishwasher. Zero waste and good karma: PLOPP TO GO 

is made out of environmentally-friendly, recyclable plastic – making it 

lightweight, long-lasting and guaranteed BPA free. In the production 

process, 90% less energy is used compared to the production of glass 

or aluminum.

Fresh stays fresh. The spacious box keeps sandwiches, snacks, fruit, 

and even bread rolls yummy and fresh. The special “soft” design with 

its rounded edges makes the lunch box pleasant to hold – and prevents 

pointy corners catching in backpacks, school bags, or during car 

journeys. What’s more, it can be customized and personalized. Thanks to 

a sophisticated molding technology, nearly every graphic can be trans-

formed into a 3D relief in the lid. Looks great, feels great – and instantly 

transforms your basic lunchbox into an advertising vehicle! 
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3169

»CANDY L
NEW

3199

4310

»CANDY S

»CANDY S

NEW

NEW

668 669 670 671

670

670

671

671

668

668

669

669

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück. Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Design by 

Lunch Box

Printsize app.    75x60 mm

Design by 

Design by 

Printsize app.    75x50mm 

Printsize app.     75x50mm 

Liquid Safe Box

Liquid Safe Box

Print runs from 100 upwardsPrint runs from 100 upwards

Print runs from 100 upwards

In-Mold + Aftermould-Labeling on requestbulk packed
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed
32 pcs per carton

Dimensions  189x133x67 mm Dimensions  123x81x53 mm  

Dimensions 121x76x48 mm

PU 32 

PU 50 

PU 50 

Bread, snacks, fruit and even sandwiches are kept fresh and appetizing in the 

spacious lunchbox CANDY L. The clip closure is designed in such a way that  

the lunchbox cannot accidentally open during transport. The rounded shape feels 

smooth to the touch and ensures that it does not get caught going in and out 

of your bag or backpack. The box can be customized with high quality in-mold 

labeling. In this method, a printed film is applied to the product during injection 

molding. This process is particularly environmentally friendly as the film and 

product are made of the same material and can therefore be completely recycled.

CANDY S is the leakproof container for dressings, sauces and honey, 

making it the ideal companion for salads or muesli to go. Ingredients  

are kept separate, making sure everything stays fresh and appetizing  

to be mixed together just before it’s time to eat.

Homemade lunch to go is more popular than ever. Not only does it taste 

much better, it is also healthier and helps protect the environment, 

saving disposable packaging. CANDY S is therefore the perfect addition 

to all the larger lunchboxes from koziol.

The small bowl acts as a divider and is the perfect addition to the  

large lunch box CANDY L. Simply place the bowl in the lunch box and  

add sliced fruit, cookies or nuts. That way, everything can be neatly 

separated until lunchtime!

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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668 669 670 671

3144»PASCAL MINI

668 669 670 671

3158»PASCAL S

3159»PASCAL L

668 669 670 671

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.     55x35 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.    70x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box

Printsize app.     75x60 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 

Laser runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
100 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
32 pcs per carton

Dimensions   96x70x52 mm

Dimensions   151x108x60 mm

Dimensions   230x166x70 mm

PU  100

PU 56

PU  32

The practical addition to the lunch box concept PASCAL – because 

sometimes, less is more.  PASCAL MINI stores fruit, veggie sticks, nuts 

and cookies and fits perfectly into its bigger relatives. Food is properly 

separated, ensuring nothing gets in the way of maximum indulgence. 

And if it’s just for a little snack on the go, then PASCAL MINI works well 

on its own.

The koziol Lunchbox PASCAL S is a compact container that is perfect for 

transporting sandwiches, fruit and other foods to go, making it the ideal 

companion on outings, at school and at work. It features a click & close 

lid that stays firmly in place and keeps contents fresh. Two S-size boxes fit 

perfectly inside the large PASCAL L, allowing foods to be kept separately 

yet conveniently stored inside a single container.

The all-accommodating lunchbox PASCAL L has ample space for 

sandwiches, rolls, fruit, veggies and more. It comes equipped with a clip 

closure that keeps it sealed and its contents fresh. The robust material 

will maintain its good looks, making PASCAL L the perfect companion 

for years. A cool bonus feature: two smaller PASCAL S boxes fit perfectly 

inside the larger version, making it easy to keep fruit and sandwiches 

apart. Alternately, the specially designed lunchbox divider can be 

inserted between different types of food.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Aftermould-Labeling on request

bulk packed, 56 pcs per carton
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3168

»PASCAL READY
870 871869868

3198

»CLUB
671 672

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Corporate color from 500 pieces.Sonderfarbe ab 500 Stück.

Design by koziol werksdesign

Lunch Box Set + Cutlery Set

Printsize app.     60x75; 55x35; 30x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Bento Box

Printsize app.     90x60 mm; 30x30 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Laser runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
36 pcs per carton

Dimensions  232x166x62 mm Dimensions  135x142x108 mm

PU 50 PU 36

PASCAL READY is the intelligent system for good food on the go.  

The system is well thought out, and the three boxes can be nested  

easily in one another. Salad, wraps, fruit, nuts, veggie sticks  

and croutons can be neatly separated so food remains appetizing  

until consumed. The compact KLIKK cutlery set which finds its  

place in the large box is the perfect companion for the lunchbox set.

Salad to go. The lunchbox with the fresh, facetted design is perfect for 

salads, sliced fruit, cereal and everything else you want to mix just  

before eating. The top part offers plenty of storage space for toppings such 

as berries, nuts or croutons, and the mini container is just right for salad 

dressing, syrup or honey. All ingredients are kept separated and appetizing 

until mealtime. Meal prep is more popular than ever, as homemade  

food not only tastes better, it is much healthier and without disposable 

packaging easier on the environment.

NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose

NEW
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
100% RECYCLABLE

with cellulose
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3264

»SNAP 2.0
670669668

5605

»BIBO 
669 670 671668

Design by koziol werksdesign

Cutting Board

Printsize app.     40x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards

Design by koziol werksdesign

Organic Waste Bin

Printsize app.     90x60 mm

print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
30 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
48 pcs per carton

Dimensions  492x278x8 mm Dimensions  225x208x160 mm

PU 30 PU 48

First cut, then fold. This archetypal cutting board now boasts a new 

folding function as one of its intelligent design features. It can be 

folded in the middle and its contents funneled safely into a bowl or 

saucepan. Thanks to its professional dimensions, SNAP 2.0 allows all the 

ingredients to be chopped, cut and collected in one place. What’s more, 

it makes the perfect platform for slicing roasts and dividing up cakes 

as well. A large handle for easy gripping and lifting, a channeled rim 

that traps liquids and a knife-friendly surface make SNAP 2.0 a perfectly 

designed solution. 

Did you know that kitchen waste can be used to generate electricity?  

For example, a single banana skin will keep an LED light illuminated for 

34 minutes – so don‘t pitch it! It‘s worth saving kitchen scraps, and  

even more fun when using this smart box. With its compact dimensions, 

BIBO will find a home in the smallest of kitchens. What‘s more, it‘s easy 

to clean and, thanks to its snug lid, seals the contents hygenically.

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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5415»TASCHELINI

5411»TASCHELINO

671

669

670

668

670

668

671

669

5414

»TASCHE XL
668 669 670 671

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Design by M.C. Hamel, A. Mendini /  
koziol werksdesign

Bag

Printsize app.     70x40 mm

print runs from 250 upwards

Design by M.C. Hamel & A. Mendini, Milano

Bag

Printsize app.     200x130 mm

print runs from 250 upwards

Design by M.C. Hamel & A. Mendini, Milano

Bag

Printsize app.     300x200 mm

print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
250 pcs per carton

buk packed 
120 pcs per carton

Dimensions   78x161x183 mm

Dimensions   130x327x386 mm Dimensions  215x440x540 mm

PU 50

PU 250

PU 120

This bag does it all! TASCHELINI will gladly carry all those indispensable 

little things that beg to be toted or stored in style: jewelry, pens, makeup, 

you name it. What’s more, TASCHELINI is the ideal charging port for your 

electronic gear: simply hook the handle over the charger, put your phone 

or camera in the TASCHELINI – and you’ve got it bagged! Functional,  

funky and guaranteed to be your new best friend.  

Color is in! So are small bags. Thanks to its sophisticated design, this 

little number doubles as a hand or shoulder bag – for a trendy or casual 

look. The multiple colors make TASCHELINO a pretty partner for city walks 

and office talks – and a smash hit at hip parties. So obviously a girl 

needs more than one!

TASCHE XL is the perfect weekend shopping companion. Although 

inspired by the traditional shopping basket, this modern version is much 

less bulky and easier to carry. With its large handles, TASCHE XL will even 

sling comfortably over the shoulder. It’s all about lots of volume in a 

lightweight bag – and one that makes a cool fashion statement as well!

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose
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3799

»LIGHT TO GO
670

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

100% RECYCLABLE
with cellulose

Design by qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

Light

individual outer lampshade foil from 10 pcs

single in gift bag 
1 bag per carton

Dimensions  180x180x280 mm

PU 1

Light to go. This light accompanies you wherever illumination is needed. 

The integrated powerbank delivers up to 14 hours of light and can  

handily be charged with a USB cable. Ideal for places where you want to 

unplug like in the backyard or on the balcony. The light can be  

customized with a printed lampshade and is a surprising eyecatcher on 

the table, in the lounge and of course at parties and events.

Druck auf Folie
Printing on foil



»LEAF-ON
»LILLI
»RUDOLF
»MIAOU
»PLOPP
»ROLLMOPS
»SUNNY
»KIWI
»PINK
»EMMA P.
»ENERGY-TOOL
»SAFETY FIRST
»HORST
»FINN

»ENERGY-TOOL
    Design by Seventh Sense / koziol werksdesign
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525

3556

»LEAF-ON
525

3558

»LILLI
Designby qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

Bowl

Laser engraving from 100 upwards

ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby koziol werksdesign

Mini Cup Carryall

Printsize app.     30x20 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

single in flowpack with inlay 
200 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
50 pcs per carton

Dimensions  92x143x26 mm Dimensions  30x62x66 mm

PU 200 PU 50

Pure, clean pleasure. Thanks to LEAF-ON, drinks will stay free of insects 

and stray leaves. And at buffets, standing guests will have a handy 

depository for olives, nuts and fingerfood. You just can‘t have enough 

LEAF-ONs for every occasion. 

For those short breaks: tea bags are practical when time is of the essence, 

but the disposal issue can sometimes be a pain. Now there’s a mini-bag 

that simply hooks onto the rim of the cup. Coffee drinkers, be comforted: 

the bag also doubles as a cookie holder.
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525

526

3557»RUDOLF

010

011

3233»RUDOLF
525 526

3236

»MIAOU

Designby qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

Mini Cup Carryall

Printsize app.     30x15 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby qed* Design, Aschaffenburg

Tea Strainer

Printsize app.     10x5 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby koziol werksdesign

Tea Strainer

Printsize app.     10x5 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Laser runs from 100 upwards

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

single in flowback with inlay 
24 pcs per carton

single in flowback with inlay 
24 pcs per carton

Dimensions   55x72x88 mm

Dimensions   66x73x90 mm Dimensions  64x38x77 mm

PU 100

PU 24

PU 24

Most hangers-on get people down. But RUDOLF the perky reindeer will 

cheer anyone up. Although he peers over the rim of his cup, this cute 

creature is no nosy parker. Instead he bears gifts of cookies or tasty treats 

– not to mention sugar sachets, cream, tea bags or sweetener. 

Tea lovers will lap up this version of RUDOLF. From now on, just leave the 

brewing to RUDOLF and he’ll serve up the perfect cuppa in 3-5 minutes. 

The roomy tea strainer slips neatly onto any glass, mug or teacup, 

offering ample space for the tea to steep. And the tiny, catch-all holes in 

the strainer make sure that each cup looks every bit as good  

as it tastes. 

People are drawn to cats because their gentle natures exude warmth 

and comfort. But MIAOU is full of surprises too. This practical pet will get 

every tea lover purring with pleasure – by putting the strain back into  

tea making! Happy to hang around on the rims of cups and mugs, the fat 

cat has ample space for tea bags and tea leaves alike. And MIAOU‘s  

non-slip head is just perfect for removing her when the tea is brewed.  

Feline fun for the whole family.
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525

3721»PLOPP

3717»ROLLMOPS 
535 836 837

3716

»SUNNY 

835

800

856

802

Designby koziol werksdesign

Bottle Opener

Printsize app.     ø 50 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby vierdeedesign, Aschaffenburg

Tube Squeezer

Printsize app.     30x6 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby F. Person, J. Hansen, Darmstadt 

Bottle Cap Opener

Printsize app.     15x8 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
60 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

Dimensions   85x77x24 mm

Dimensions   50x120x12 mm Dimensions  71x71x15 mm

PU 100

PU 60

PU 100

This iconic oversized bottle cap deserves a crown for both its looks and 

functionality. Thanks to its size and fluted edge, it’s easy to grip firmly. 

What’s more, it’s 100% plastic, through and through! The material is 

specially made to be unbreakable and sturdy enough to tackle the tops 

of all beer and soft-drink bottles, making PLOPP an ideal gift – and 

dependable party helper. The smart hole in the side means it can hang 

conveniently near the fridge or beer crates.

The ultimate tube tool to the rescue! Whether it’s toothpaste or an 

exotic condiment – now nothing goes to waste. ROLLMOPS helps control 

portion size – and ensures enjoyment down to the very last squeeze.  

Two different sizes per set, inside measurements: 51 + 64 mm.

Simply genius. SUNNY provides the right momentum and opens  

plastic bottle caps in a heartbeat. The leverage effect provides anyone 

with superpowers and the compact shape is perfect for children’s  

little hands!
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535

3728»KIWI

535

3729»PINK

535

3727»EMMA P. 

374

305

3734»ENERGY-TOOL 
Set of  3
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Design by Seventh Sense / koziol werksdesign

GESCHENKSET | GIFT SET
SET CADEAU | SET DE REGALO

»ENERGY-TOOL

Designby Seventh Sense, Milano

Kiwi Spoon

Printsize app.     10x5 mm; 24x4 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby Seventh Sense, Milano

Grapefruit Spoon

Printsize app.     17x6 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby koziol werksdesign

Orange Peeler

Printsize app.     15x15 mm

Print runs from 250 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby Seventh Sense / koziol werksdesign

Gift Set

Printsize app.     15x15; 10x5; 24x4; 17x6 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 
ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

set of 3 in flowpack with inlay 
100 sets per carton

Dimensions   17x55x90 mm

Dimensions   18x35x102 mm

Dimensions   15x65x55 mm

Dimensions   17x125x200 mm

PU 100

PU 100

PU 100

PU 100

More than just a spoon! The tip is designed for scoring the skin; the two 

halves are then separated with a quick counterclockwise twist, and voilà: 

the kiwi is ready to eat – with its very own unique scooper-spoon! 

Grapefruits are tasty, healthy and above all juicy. Now there‘s PINK to 

help protect clothes and tablecloths from the splatters. The grapefruit 

spoon has a serrated front edge that makes scooping out grapefruit 

chunks easy. 

EMMA P. is here to save the day. Oranges practically shed their own skin 

with this unique kitchen tool. Making EMMA P. the ideal gift for anyone 

in a squeeze.

Triple your vitamins and triple your fun – with an attractive set! EMMA 

P. makes peeling oranges a breeze! The little blade slices smoothly 

through the peel, keeping the fruit intact and fingers clean. If your citrus 

of choice is grapefruit, the PINK spoon will easily separate the segments 

into bite-sized pieces with its serrated edge. And then there’s KIWI, a 

tool that transcends simple spoon-hood, doubling as a knife to open 

fruit of the same name. Just run its beak around the circumference, twist 

the halves in opposite directions – and dig in!  
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002

0836

»SAFETY FIRST

836

837

5189»HORST

536

537

5070»FINN
Set of  2

Designby Seventh Sense, Milano

Gift Set

Printsize app.     20x15 mm; 40x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards 
ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby Seventh Sense, Milano

Tread Depth Gauge

Printsize app.     20x15 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby Uwe Koch, Obertshausen

Radiator Key

Printsize app.     18x14 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Set of 2 in Flowpack with inlay 
30 pcs per carton

single in flowpack with inlay 
100 pcs per carton

single in polybag with inlay 
30 pcs per carton

Dimensions  105x148x30 mm

Dimensions   80x45x17 mm

Dimensions   22x85x52 mm

PU 30

PU 100

PU 30You can‘t afford to second-guess safety, so why not call in the experts  

for your car? The service specialist HORST dependably measures treads in 

summer and winter, showing when it’s time to “retire”! Ice-age YETI,  

by contrast, grabs the limelight by removing snow and ice from external 

mirrors. The dream team for cars that belongs in every glove compartment. 

HORST instantly gauges whether tires have enough tread. The rubber 

man single-handedly shows recommended tread depths – 3mm for 

summer tires and 4mm for winter tires. What‘s more, the neat scraper at 

his feet will reliably remove old stickers and decals from car windows. 

FINN may look like a fish out of water, but he loves the fresh air when winter 

arrives. His attraction to metal is due to a magnetic implant that keeps  

him at the ready whenever needed. The trick: his detachable tail doubles as 

a key for a radiator‘s bleeder valve. A single swish and heaters stop  

whistling and gurgling, and start performing more efficiently. FINN is happy 

to do his part and help stem the tide of rising energy costs.
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»TASCHELINI
»TASCHELINO
»TASCHE XL
»MILANO
»BRIQ

»MILANO
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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525 526 659 665

5415

»TASCHELINI

Bag

Printsize app.     70x40 mm

print runs from 250 upwards

Design by M.C. Hamel, A. Mendini / 
koziol werksdesign

bulk packed 
50 pcs per carton

Dimensions  78x161x183 mm

PU 50

This bag does it all! TASCHELINI will gladly carry all those indispensable 

little things that beg to be toted or stored in style: jewelry, pens, makeup, 

you name it. What’s more, TASCHELINI is the ideal charging port for  

your electronic gear: simply hook the handle over the charger, put your 

phone or camera in the TASCHELINI – and you’ve got it bagged!  

Functional, funky and guaranteed to be your new best friend.  
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525 526 665 667

5411

»TASCHELINO
525 526 665

5414

»TASCHE XL
Designby M.C. Hamel & A. Mendini, Milano

Bag

Printsize app.     200x130 mm

print runs from 250 upwards

Designby M.C. Hamel & A. Mendini, Milano

Bag

Printsize app.     300x200 mm

print runs from 100 upwards

bulk packed 
250 pcs per carton

buk packed 
120 pcs per carton

Dimensions  130x327x386 mm Dimensions  215x440x540 mm

PU 250 PU 120

Color is in! So are small bags. Thanks to its sophisticated design,  

this little number doubles as a hand or shoulder bag – for a trendy  

or casual look. The multiple colors make TASCHELINO a pretty  

partner for city walks and office talks – and a smash hit at hip parties.  

So obviously a girl needs more than one!

TASCHE XL is the perfect weekend shopping companion. Although 

inspired by the traditional shopping basket, this modern version is much 

less bulky and easier to carry. With its large handles, TASCHE XL will even 

sling comfortably over the shoulder. It’s all about lots of volume in a 

lightweight bag – and one that makes a cool fashion statement as well!
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525 526 663 665

5350

»MILANO
525 526 663 665

5788

»BRIQ
Designby koziol werksdesign

Magazine Stack

on request

Designby koziol werksdesign

Stool

Printsize app.     270x270 mm

on requestbulk packed 
25 pcs per carton bulk packed 

24 pcs per carton

Dimensions  120x457x315 mm Dimensions  428x406x416 mm

PU 25 PU 24

MILANO will tastefully stow newspapers and magazines with its timeless, 

elegant design. The classic form fits into nearly every interior style  

and stands firmly on its own four legs. Ideal for living and working 

spaces; especially waiting rooms. 

BRIQ‘s big seat makes this stool a very comfortable place to sit,  

and the square design makes it exceptionally stable. Equally at home 

indoors and out, BRIQ is stackable – so it saves space as well.
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»ELVIS
»EDWARD
»CURLY
»JIMMY
»JIMINI

»JIMMY
    Design by Inci Mutlu, Milano
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525

5545

»ELVIS
525

5575

»EDWARD
Designby Serge Atallah, Paris

Tape Dispenser

Printsize app.     18x16 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby Red Garbo / koziol werksdesign

Scissors with holder

Printsize app.     20x10 mm; 45x7 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Personalized tape rolls with print on the core inlay  
are available with purchases of 1000 pieces or more.

in PET Box with inlay 
35 pcs per carton

in PET Box with inlay 
42 pcs per carton

Dimensions  52x99x97 mm Dimensions  56x56x174 mm

PU 42 PU 35

Cut and roll! A sensuous swivel of the hips, and ELVIS delivers on tape! 

Changing rolls is no longer a sticky business, either: there’s a magnetic 

catch that simply opens and shuts. 

Some scissors have feet, but get an eyeful of EDWARD!  

At long last scissors can proudly stand sentinel on desktops,  

and won‘t have to hide away in the drawer. 
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525

5535

»CURLY
525

5530»JIMMY 
525

5531»JIMINI
Designby Seventh Sense, Milano

Paper Clip Dispenser

Printsize app.     15x10 mm

Print runs from 100 upwards, ind. Inlay from 250 pcs

Designby Inci Mutlu, Milano

Bookmark

Printsize app.     30x10; 20x10; 
    45x4; 50x8 mm
print runs from 250 upwards

Designby Inci Mutlu, Milano

Bookmark

Printsize app.     15x4,5mm; 15x5; 40x3 
    40x3,5 mm
print runs from 500 upwards

in PET Box with inlay 
48 pcs per carton bulk packed 

100 pcs per carton
bulk packed 
200 pcs per carton

Dimensions  58x71x86 mm Dimensions   156x74x5 mm Dimensions   80x38x3 mm

PU 48

PU 100 PU 200Paper clips find CURLY’s magnetic personality simply too strong to resist. 

 And whether they’re standing on end or parted straight down the 

middle, the clips will always be conveniently on hand. A highly original 

desktop accessory AND the ideal, no-risk model for potential new  

hair styles. Banish bad hair today!

There’s nothing spooky here!  

This high-quality bookmark from 

koziol is a friendly ghost. The 

happy spirit peeks out cheerfully 

from writing pads and tracks 

readers’ progress. Between books, 

he does double duty as a paper 

slip. Available in two sizes. 
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»MINI
»BIG
»MAXI
»JUMBO

»MAXI
    Design by koziol werksdesign
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6221
»MINI

100

6222
»BIG

101

6245
»MAXI

100

100

6218

»JUMBO

  do it
yourself

  do it
yourself

»MAXI »BIG »MINI»JUMBO

»JUMBO

Designby koziol werksdesign

Picture Dream Globe

Printsize app.     20x10 mm

on request 

Designby koziol werksdesign

Picture Dream Globe

Printsize app.     30x20 mm

on request 

Designby koziol werksdesign

Picture Dream Globe

Printsize app.     45x20 mm

on request 

Designby koziol werksdesign

Picture Dream Globe

Printsize app.     60x30 mm

on request

bulk packed 
12 pcs per carton

bulk packed
6 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
4 pcs per carton

bulk packed 
1 pcs per carton

Dimensions   90x90x75 mm

Dimensions  138x138x98 mm

PU 12

PU 6

PU 4

PU 1

Everybody has dreams and the picture dream globe JUMBO never lets 

us forget them. Family, friends, upcoming vacation destinations ... this 

attractive ornament will turn anything that can be photographed into a 

dream draped in white – all in grand style. And filled with cash or a store 

voucher, this attractive dream globe will be a coveted last-minute gift.  
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koziol Produkte sind spülmaschinengeeignet. 
Und damit auch alles glatt läuft, noch ein paar Tipps extra:  

Sofern es die Größe zulässt, bitte die Produkte vorzugsweise im oberen 
Spülkorb spülen. So werden Verformungen am besten vermieden. Produkte 
immer spannungsfrei in die Spülmaschine einlegen. Sollte ein Produkt  
sich dennoch verformen: beim nächsten Spülen findet es meist in seine ur-
sprüngliche Form zurück, denn Kunststoff hat ein sogenanntes „Gedächtnis“. 
Stark färbende Lebensmittelreste vor dem Einräumen in die Spülmaschine 
kurz mit klarem Wasser abspülen. Vermeiden Sie Spülmaschinendeodorants 
oder Geruchsentferner, da diese zu Verfärbungen führen können. Darüber 
hinaus auch die Pflegehinweise der jeweiligen Spülmaschine beachten.

koziol products are dishwasher-safe. 
But to make sure that everything comes out of the machine 

looking just like new, here are a few additional tips:

Where size permits, please wash products in the top rack. This reduces any 
risk of warping.  Give products ample space inside the dishwasher.  

Do not squeeze them into tight spaces. Products may occasionally warp 
during washing, but they will usually return to their  original shape  

after the next wash – because plastic has a built-in „memory.“  To avoid 
contamination or discoloration, we recommend rinsing all dishes  

with clear water to remove any remaining food before putting them in the 
dishwasher. Avoid using dishwasher deodorizers or odor neutralizers  

as these may cause discoloration. And always carefully observe the care 
instructions provided for your dishwasher.
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Is it possible to buy plastic today with a good conscience?

It is. You even have to, if you want to be live responsibly and  
happily. Plastic is the modern material. It has undeniably made our 
lives easier, more democratic and more hygienic.  
Without plastic there would be no cars, no airplanes, no mobile 
phones, no computers, no modern medicine, no prosthetics,  
no pacemakers, no intensive care units, no science… plastic is the 
material of the 21st century.
Worldwide, there is no material that is just good or just bad and 
certainly not just sustainable. Even natural materials aren’t  
always the best choice – just think: monoculture, pesticides,  
high water consumption. 
With each new product development, the most sustainable 
material for the use of this product has to be chosen and utilized 
economically. It’s about time to rethink, show more appreciation 
and a more differentiated consideration to different materials.
Because not all plastics are alike.
 

The Material

Koziol focuses exclusively on thermoplastics, which are  
100% recyclable. Thermoplastics are the most environmentally 
friendly materials on the market.  Not only are they food-  
and dishwasher-safe, production is also done without any harmful 
additives like formaldehyde or softeners. In the production  
process of thermoplastics, 90% less energy is used compared to 
the production of glass, ceramics or aluminum. 
It is of course no surprise that on many occasions koziol has  
received scores of “very good” from the German consumer  
magazine ÖKOTEST.
Plastic is too valuable to just throw out. This is why koziol manu-
factures long-lasting and genius products, for which no other 
material would be suited. Good design with a clear conscience.

Design & Function 

Already in the design phase, great attention is being paid to  
sustainability – focus lies on the longevity of the products.  
And not only because of their unique combination of function and 
emotion, products made from thermoplastics are used year  
after year, thus proving their ecological advantage.
koziol never makes one-time use products, but rather companions 
 for life. koziol products are robust, lightweight, unbreakable, 
ergonomic, and suitable especially for children and seniors thanks 
to their easy handling. Thermoplastics are virtually unbreakable 
and lightweight, demonstrating a huge advantage over materials 
like ceramics, glass or metal!
Resource conservation is also considered in the design phase: 
Construction in one-piece, optimized wall thickness, and short 
cycle times allow for efficient and energy-saving manufacturing. 

Made in Germany

Koziol has been manufacturing products since its founding in 1927 
exclusively in Erbach/Odenwald in Germany. Design, development, 
construction, mold making, manufacturing, shipping and  
administration all under one roof. 
koziol and its philosophy of manufacturing exclusively in Germany 
represent a responsible, future-oriented corporate strategy and 
design with a good conscience. Made in Germany was and remains 
an essential part of koziol’s successful philosophy.
koziol has been producing exclusively with green energy since 
January 1, 2013, saving around 1,276 tonnes of CO² annually.  
German raw material suppliers are preferred and manufacturing 
under one roof rule out long transport routes. For the logistics  
of finished goods, koziol cooperates with a worldwide partner 
company who shares its strict sustainability principles. 

Social Responsibility

Koziol manufactures exclusively in Germany, therefore abiding  
by strict German labor and social laws. The safeguarding of jobs, 
performance-related pay, opportunities for the acquisition  
of skills as well as the possibility for parents to work part-time are 
all natural components of koziol’s company culture.  
Great importance is also placed on apprenticeships – currently 
seven apprentices are being trained in various departments.  
This secures a base of well-educated experts and guarantees the 
company to be sustainable for the future.   

The koziol Sustainability Guarantee
„Not facts, instead opinions about facts determine our coexistence.“  Epictetus

koziol
»BOTTICHELLI M
karibikblau

Ausgabe 01/2015

sehr gut

Kann man Kunststoff heutzutage denn noch  
guten Gewissens kaufen?

Man kann. Man muss es sogar, wenn man verantwortungsvoll ist 
und das Leben liebt. Kunststoff ist das Material der Moderne.  
Es hat unser Leben einfacher, demokratischer und hygienischer 
gemacht. Ohne Kunststoff gäbe es kein Auto, kein Flugzeug,  
kein Handy, keinen Computer, keine moderne Medizin,  
keine Prothese, keinen Herzschrittmacher, keine Schutzkleidung,  
keine Intensivstation, keine Wissenschaft - Kunststoff ist das  
Material des 21. Jahrhunderts.
Weltweit gibt es kein Material, dass von vornherein nur gut oder 
schlecht oder nur nachhaltig ist. Auch Naturmaterialien –  
Stichworte: Monokultur, Pestizide, Wasserverbrauch - sind nicht 
generell die bessere Wahl. Bei jeder Produktentwicklung  
gilt es vielmehr, das für den Einsatzzweck jeweilig nachhaltigste 
Material auszuwählen und dieses ökonomisch einzusetzen. 
Es ist an der Zeit, umzudenken und Werkstoffen mehr Wertschätz- 
ung und vor allem eine differenziertere Betrachtung entgegen  
zu bringen. Denn auch Kunststoff ist nicht gleich Kunststoff.  

Das Material

koziol setzt aus Überzeugung ausschließlich auf thermoplastische 
Kunststoffe, die zu 100% recycelbar sind. Thermoplaste sind  
die umweltfreundlichsten Materialien, die es auf dem Markt gibt.  
Sie sind lebensmittelecht, spülmaschinenfest und sie kommen 
bei der Verarbeitung ohne jegliche Zusätze wie Formaldehyd oder 
Weichmacher aus. 
Bei der Verarbeitung von Thermoplasten wird bis 90% weniger 
Energie verbraucht als beispielsweise bei der Herstellung von 
Glas, Keramik oder Aluminium. Durch die ressourcenschonende 
Herstellung ist Kunststoff das derzeit ökologisch und ökonomisch 
sinnvollste Material auf dem Markt.
Das Verbrauchermagazin Ökotest nahm bereits mehrfach koziol 
Produkte unter seine sehr strenge Lupe und vergab durchgehend 
ein „Sehr Gut“. 
Kunststoff ist viel zu wertvoll, um ihn einfach wegzuwerfen.  
Deshalb produziert koziol langlebige und geniale Produkte, für  
die kein anderes Material auch nur annähernd so sinnvoll wäre. 
Gutes Design mit gutem Gewissen.

Design & Funktion 

Bereits beim Design wird auf Nachhaltigkeit geachtet.  
Im Vordergrund steht immer die Langlebigkeit der Produkte.  
Nicht zuletzt durch die einmalige Verbindung aus Funktion  
und Emotion werden sie gerne über Jahre und Jahrzehnte ein-
gesetzt und zeigen dadurch ihren ökologischen Nutzen.

Es sind niemals Einwegprodukte, sondern langlebige Lebensbe-
gleiter, die für eine sinnvolle Nutzung von Kunststoff stehen.  
Sie sind robust, leicht, unzerbrechlich, ergonomisch und durch ihr 
einfaches Handling auch für Kinder und Senioren gut geeignet. 
Vor allen in puncto Unzerbrechlichkeit und Leichtigkeit ist Kunst-
stoff gegenüber Materialien wie Keramik oder Metall unschlagbar!
Auch die ressourcenschonende Herstellung wird bereits beim 
Design berücksichtigt: Fertigung in einem Stück, optimierte Wand-
stärken, gute Entformbarkeit und kurze Zykluszeiten ermöglichen 
eine effiziente und vor allem energiesparende Produktion.

Made in Germany

koziol produziert seit 1927 ausschließlich am Firmenstandort  
Erbach/Odenwald in Deutschland. Und das mit einer ungewöhn- 
lichen Fertigungstiefe: Design, Entwicklung, Konstruktion,  
Formenbau, Produktion, Versand und Administration befinden  
sich alle unter einem Dach, an einem Ort. 
koziol steht dank seiner Philosophie, bis heute alle Produkte 
ausschließlich in Deutschland zu produzieren, für ein verantwor-
tungsvolles, zukunftsgerichtetes Handeln und Design mit gutem 
Gewissen. Das Thema Nachhaltigkeit war und ist selbstverständ-
licher Teil der Unternehmensstrategie.  
Seit dem 1. Januar 2013 produziert koziol ausschließlich mit  
Ökostrom, dadurch werden jährlich rund 1.276 Tonnen CO

² 
 

eingespart. Beim Einkauf der Materialien werden Anbieter aus 
Deutschland klar bevorzugt. Ebenso macht die Herstellung  
unter einem Dach lange Transportwege überflüssig. Für die 
Logistik der Fertigwaren kooperiert koziol mit einem weltweit 
agierenden Partnerunternehmen, das ebenfalls nach strengen 
Nachhaltigkeitsgrundsätzen arbeitet.

Soziale Verantwortung

koziol arbeitet selbstverständlich nach strengen deutschen 
Arbeitsschutzrichtlinien und Sozialgesetzen. Die Erhaltung  
von Arbeitsplätzen, ein leistungsgerechtes Einkommen,  
die Schaffung von Qualifizierungsmöglichkeiten sowie ein  
Angebot von Arbeitsteilzeitmodellen für Eltern sind selbstver-
ständlicher Teil der Unternehmenskultur. 
Dazu zählt natürlich auch das Thema Ausbildung. Zurzeit lernen 
sieben Auszubildende in verschiedenen Berufsbildern bei koziol. 
Dies sichert eine Basis an gut ausgebildeten Fachkräften und 
macht das Unternehmen weiterhin zukunftsfähig.   

Das koziol Nachhaltigkeitsversprechen
„Nicht Tatsachen, sondern Meinungen über Tatsachen bestimmen das Zusammenleben.“  Epiktet

Is it possible to buy plastic today with a good conscience?

It is. You even have to, if you want to be live responsibly and  
happily. Plastic is the modern material. It has undeniably made our 
lives easier, more democratic and more hygienic.  
Without plastic there would be no cars, no airplanes, no mobile 
phones, no computers, no modern medicine, no prosthetics,  
no pacemakers, no intensive care units, no science… plastic is the 
material of the 21st century.
Worldwide, there is no material that is just good or just bad and 
certainly not just sustainable. Even natural materials aren’t  
always the best choice – just think: monoculture, pesticides,  
high water consumption. 
With each new product development, the most sustainable 
material for the use of this product has to be chosen and utilized 
economically. It’s about time to rethink, show more appreciation 
and a more differentiated consideration to different materials.
Because not all plastics are alike.
 

The Material

koziol focuses exclusively on thermoplastics, which are  
100% recyclable. Thermoplastics are the most environmentally 
friendly materials on the market.  Not only are they food-  
and dishwasher-safe, production is also done without any harmful 
additives like formaldehyde or softeners. In the production  
process of thermoplastics, 90% less energy is used compared to 
the production of glass, ceramics or aluminum. 
It is of course no surprise that on many occasions koziol has  
received scores of “very good” from the German consumer  
magazine ÖKOTEST.
Plastic is too valuable to just throw out. This is why koziol manu-
factures long-lasting and genius products, for which no other 
material would be suited. Good design with a clear conscience.

Design & Function 

Already in the design phase, great attention is being paid to  
sustainability – focus lies on the longevity of the products.  
And not only because of their unique combination of function and 
emotion, products made from thermoplastics are used year  
after year, thus proving their ecological advantage.
koziol never makes one-time use products, but rather companions 
 for life. koziol products are robust, lightweight, unbreakable, 
ergonomic, and suitable especially for children and seniors thanks 
to their easy handling. Thermoplastics are virtually unbreakable 
and lightweight, demonstrating a huge advantage over materials 
like ceramics, glass or metal!
Resource conservation is also considered in the design phase: 
Construction in one-piece, optimized wall thickness, and short 
cycle times allow for efficient and energy-saving manufacturing. 

Made in Germany

koziol has been manufacturing products since its founding in 1927 
exclusively in Erbach/Odenwald in Germany. Design, development, 
construction, mold making, manufacturing, shipping and  
administration all under one roof. 
koziol and its philosophy of manufacturing exclusively in Germany 
represent a responsible, future-oriented corporate strategy and 
design with a good conscience. Made in Germany was and remains 
an essential part of koziol’s successful philosophy.
koziol has been producing exclusively with green energy since 
January 1, 2013, saving around 1,276 tonnes of CO

²
 annually.  

German raw material suppliers are preferred and manufacturing 
under one roof rule out long transport routes. For the logistics  
of finished goods, koziol cooperates with a worldwide partner 
company who shares its strict sustainability principles. 

Social Responsibility

koziol manufactures exclusively in Germany, therefore abiding  
by strict German labor and social laws. The safeguarding of jobs, 
performance-related pay, opportunities for the acquisition  
of skills as well as the possibility for parents to work part-time are 
all natural components of koziol’s company culture.  
Great importance is also placed on apprenticeships – currently 
seven apprentices are being trained in various departments.  
This secures a base of well-educated experts and guarantees the 
company to be sustainable for the future.   

The koziol Sustainability Guarantee
„Not facts, instead opinions about facts determine our coexistence.“  Epictetus
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526 cosmos black

670  soft grey

659  queen pink

655  eucalyptus green

675 organic deep blue

674 organic rusty steel

673 organic deep grey

525  cotton white

668  organic green

669  organic pink

657  forrest green

671 organic blue

670  organic grey

665  deep grey
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Bag »TASCHE XL 5414... 141, 161
Bag »TASCHELINI 5415... 140, 159
Bag »TASCHELINO 5411... 140, 160
Banderole »SAFE TO GO A267... 49
Bento Box »CLUB 3198... 57, 137
Bookmark »JIMINI 5531... 169
Bookmark »JIMMY 5530... 169
Bottle Cap Opener »SUNNY 3716... 151
Bottle Opener »PLOPP 3721... 150
Bowl 400ml »CONNECT 3102... 77, 113
Bowl 500ml »CRYSTAL S 3547... 36
Bowl 600ml »LEAF S 3652... 86
Bowl 700ml »CLUB BOWL S 3573... 30
Bowl »CANDY S 4310... 54, 132
Bowl »CLUB 4004... 80, 125
Bowl »LEAF-ON 3556... 146
Box »CANDY L 3169... 54, 133
Brush for Safety drinking straw »CHEERS 4011... 35
Cappuccino Cup 300ml with lid »CONNECT 4082... 43, 117
Cheese Grater »KASIMIR 3079... 90
Cheese Knife »CLUB 3213... 100
Chopsticks Spoon Set »DYNASTY 4032... 67, 123
Coffee-to-go cup 350ml »CLICK 3586... 50
Cup 190ml »CONNECT 3141... 76, 112
Cutlery Set 3-pieces, »TULIP 4037... 111
Cutlery Set 3-pieces »KLIKK 4003... 71, 120
Cutlery Set 3-pieces »KLIKK POCKET 4036... 69, 121
Cutlery Set 3-pieces »TULIP 4037... 75
Cutting Board »SNAP 2.0 3264... 97, 138
Cutting Board »SNAP L 3251... 96
Cutting Board »SNAP S 3250... 96
Dinner Plate »CLUB PLATE L 4005... 81, 125
Etagère »BABELL BIG 3185... 85
Etagère »BABELL L 3180... 84
Etagère »BABELL XS 3181... 84
Fruit Dish »BIG APPLE 3170... 82
Gift Set »ENERGY-TOOL 3734... 153
Gift Set »HOMEMADE 3707... 64
Gift Set »SAFETY FIRST 0836... 154
Gift box »AROMA TO GO A073... 51
Glass 250ml »CLUB S 3577... 28
Glass 250ml »CRYSTAL S 3545... 32
Glass 400ml »CLUB L 3578... 28
Glass 450ml »CRYSTAL L 3544... 32
Gourmet Set »TANGRAM READY 3480... 39
Grapefruit Spoon »PINK 3729... 152
Insulated Cup 270ml »AROMA M 3571... 50, 128
Insulated Cup 400ml »SAFE TO GO 3797... 49, 129
Insulated Cup w. lid 400ml »AROMA TO GO 2.0 3589... 51, 128
Kiwi Spoon »KIWI 3728... 152
Latte Cup 400ml with lid »CONNECT 4083... 45, 119
Lemon Squeezer »AHOI 3682... 91
Light »LIGHT TO GO 3799... 19, 143
Liquid Safe Box »CANDY S 3199... 54, 132
Lunch Box Set + Cutlery Set »PASCAL READY 3168... 136
Lunch Box »BASIC 3081... 63, 131
Lunch Box »PANORAMA 3142... 62
Lunch Box »PASCAL L 3159... 61, 135
Lunch Box »PASCAL MINI 3144... 61, 135
Lunch Box »PASCAL S 3158... 61, 135
Magazine Stack »MILANO 5350... 162
Mini Cup Carryall »LILLI 3558... 147
Mini Cup Carryall »RUDOLF 3557... 148
Mug »MAXX 3700... 47, 127
Orange Peeler »EMMA P. 3727... 153
Organic Waste Bin »BIBO 5605... 93, 139
Paper Clip Dispenser »CURLY 5535... 168
Picture Dream Globe »BIG 6222... 172
Picture Dream Globe »JUMBO 6218... 173
Picture Dream Globe »MAXI 6245... 172
Picture Dream Globe »MINI 6221... 172
Pitcher 1,6l + 4 Tumbler »CRYSTAL 4007... 33
Pitcher 1,6l »CRYSTAL 3688... 33

Pizza Cutter »CLUB 3221... 100
Radiator Key »FINN 5070... 155
Safety drinking straw 200mm 
with brush

»CHEERS 4021... 35

Safety drinking straw 270mm 
with brush

»CHEERS 4009... 34-35

Safety drinking straw 270mm »CHEERS 4010... 35
Safety drinking straw »CHEERS 4022... 35
Salad Serving Bowl 3,5l »CLUB BOWL L 3572... 31
Salad Serving Bowl 3,5l »CRYSTAL L 3546... 37
Salad bowl with servers 3l »LEAF L+ 3692... 86
Salad bowl with servers 4l »LEAF 2.0 3693... 87
Salt & Pepper Shaker »EIEI 3112... 89
Salt & Pepper Shaker »STEP´N PEP 3110... 88
Samll Plate, Bowl, Cup »CONNECT GIFT 

SET
3114... 79, 115

Scissors with holder »EDWARD 5575... 167

Snack Board »HAPPY BOARD 3258... 94-95
Snack bowl »CLUB 3660... 83
Soup Plate »CLUB PLATE M 4006... 81, 125
Spatula »CLUB 3222... 98
Spatula »TURNER 3003... 103
Spoon »HAPPY SPOON 8910... 104-105
Spoon »HAPPY SPOON 

A-PRIL XL 
3297... 105

Spork »SHADOW 3216... 65
Stirring Spoon »CLUB 3223... 98
Stirring Spoon »OLIVER 3007... 103
Stirring spoon & Tongs »CHEF² 2998... 103
Stool »BRIQ 5788... 163
Storage Container 350g »HOT STUFF M 3057... 92
Storage Container 500g »HOT STUFF L 3058... 92
Superglas 100ml »CHEERS NO. 1 3588... 27
Superglas 100ml »CLUB NO. 5 3400... 23
Superglas 20ml + 40ml »CLUB NO. 7 3798... 25
Superglas 250ml »CLUB NO. 2 3402... 20
Superglas 250ml »CLUB NO. 3 3403... 21
Superglas 300ml »CLUB NO. 4 3401... 22
Superglas 300ml »CLUB NO. 6 3406... 24
Superglas Pitcher 1,5l »CLUB 3687... 29
Tape Dispenser »ELVIS 5545... 166
Tea Strainer »MIAOU 3236... 149
Tea Strainer »RUDOLF 3233... 148
Tongs »CLUB 3227... 99
Tread Depth Gauge »HORST 5189... 155
Tube Squeezer »ROLLMOPS 3717... 150
Utensil Stand »CLUB 3309... 101
Water Bottle 425ml »OASE 3708... 52, 130
Water Bottle 425ml »PLOPP TO GO 3796... 53, 130

Small plate 205mm »CONNECT 3100... 78, 114
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